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Abstract
Community renewable energy initiatives, hold the potential to contribute to the transition to a
more sustainable energy system, by investing and demonstrating acceptance for the new energy
technologies. In order to do so they have to collaborate effectively with various stakeholders and
integrate resources in the common ecosystem, in a process which identified as co-creation.
Nevertheless, their motivations should be aligned in order for the process to reach its full
potential. Hence, the problem that guided the research is ‘how motivations of stakeholders affect
the co-creation process?’ Motivations are distinguished between extrinsic and intrinsic, with the
latter reflecting higher levels of motivations among stakeholders. Both types of motivations were
found among stakeholders, with extrinsic elements still existent between stakeholders, who wish
to observe more professionalism and positive outcomes from the energy initiative projects, in
order to be more inclined to cooperate. Furthermore, intrinsic motivations were found in the local
context of operation were actors strive to enhance their communities, by owning the project and
community engagement; while the rest stakeholders are actively advocating and helping them. In
addition, diversity of actors in the ecosystem and a platform, which connects stakeholders, are
the main conditions that enhance the process; which is still in a configuration stage. Platforms
were found to be important in both local and outside context of operation of the initiatives, while
the cooperative structure can act as a platform for the local community to express their needs and
considerations; through democratic decision making and control.
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1. Introduction

Renewable energy sources (RES) are getting more and more accepted worldwide as means to
tackle climate change and also offer energy efficiency and security to countries (Pacesila, et al,
2016). The types of RES are photovoltaic cells (PV), thermal electric technologies, wind
machines, biomass, geothermal power and hydropower (Bang, et al, 2000). A way to deploy
RES is through Renewable Energy Communities (REC) (Dóci, & Gotchev, 2016), where
decision making and implementation of the project is concentrated at the community level
(Walker & Devine-Wright, 2008).
Furthermore, the benefits incurred by the investment, are distributed back to the
community members and shared collectively (Hicks & Ison, 2018). These benefits could be
lower transaction and bargaining costs and also, the risks are spread to a group of community
shareholders. Renewable energy communities are defined by the degree of local participation,
the governance structure, ownership, motivations and the technology adopted (Klein & Coffey,
2016). Two features characterize these initiatives and that are on the one hand economic
organizations and on the other, they reflect a community (Bauwens, 2016).
A variety in organizational forms is encountered (Smith, et al, 2016) which can be
cooperatives, informal organizations, social enterprises or public-private participation. The main
reason this variety exists, is that many community projects operate around the world, like
Netherlands (Dóci & Vasileiadou, 2015; van der Schoor & Scholtens, 2015), Australia (Biggs,
2016), UK (Seyfang, et al, 2014) and the different contexts in which they operate create different
motivations and different forms of organizations (Hicks & Ison, 2018). Collectively, these
organizations are characterized as hybrid (Kahla, 2017), due to their simultaneous focus on
financial and environmental dimensions.
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These energy communities collectively, are considered as a potential niche development,
that through opportunities presented from the landscape, they can create an industry with new
business models (Dóci, Vasileiadou, & Petersen, 2015) and put pressure to the sociotechnical
regime, the centralized fossil fuel regime in that case (Geels, 2014). Concerns about the need to
make the transition to a more sustainable energy system and the peak of oil production reflect the
need for a sociotechnical transition (Seyfang & Haxeltine, 2012).
The relevance of renewable energy initiatives is that they have the potential to speed up
the process of energy transition into a more sustainable system (Proka, Hisschemöller &
Loorbach, 2018) thus, their role should not only be perceived merely as an energy provider, but
as a vehicle to energy ‘democratization’ (Proka, Loorbach & Hisschemöller, 2018). They need to
realize the pressures to the current energy system and take advantage of the windows of
opportunity which exists, in order to facilitate that transition. In order to do so, these energy
niches can put pressure and request changes to the existing regime, by networks they create and
form (Dóci, Vasileiadou, & Petersen, 2015). Without attracting actors from the regime, they will
remain at the stage of niche development.
The problem is that often, these projects are being initiated as a grassroots movement,
where the main aim is to realize and tackle local issues, shaped by configurations in the broader
environment (Seyfang & Haxeltine, 2012). As a result, not all initiatives and communities wish
to scale-up and contribute to an energy transition, as they mainly want to address their local
struggles (Smith, et al, 2016) and they avoid any potential conflict with the incumbent actors of
the energy ecosystem (Proka, Loorbach & Hisschemöller, 2018). Initiatives often demonstrate no
interest in network engagement, after they have addressed their initial purpose (Seyfang &
Haxeltine, 2012). By this passive stance, the possibilities to transform the energy system are
minimized.
Furthermore, initiatives often fail to survive, due to inability to secure long-term
resourcing and the lack of institutional support (Seyfang, et al, 2014), reflecting the need to be
engaged with other stakeholders of the ecosystem, securing vital elements of the business.
Consequently, collaboration and network engagement between the initiatives and their
stakeholders, not only will assist in transforming the energy system (Dóci, Vasileiadou, &
Petersen, 2015), but also have implications for the survival of each project (Seyfang, et al, 2014).
5

The stakeholder ecosystem consists of the local network of the initiatives, such as local
banks, local government, citizens and local economic actors and the outside network, which
includes incumbent industry actors, national government, other renewable energy initiatives and
intermediary organizations (van der Schoor & Scholtens, 2015). Collectively, if the stakeholders
of the ecosystem organize themselves, they can potentially integrate different kinds of capital
from this variety encountered, while each stakeholder can have access to previously inaccessible
assets (Seyfang, et al, 2014). Although the local context is essential in the formation of the
initiative and decisions of its members, in this thesis the focus is on the outside context, where
the initiatives encounter a variety of different stakeholders; each with their own motivations and
agenda.
The kinds of capital that are being exchanged between the initiatives and their network
include social, cultural, environmental, manufactured, financial and human capital (Seyfang, et
al, 2014) with the last three still lacking in the initiatives. Stemming from the above, the main
problem encountered, is how the stakeholders, including the energy initiatives, can effectively
and efficiently collaborate, and integrate a variety of resources from the whole ecosystem; in
order to facilitate the transition to a more sustainable energy system.
A way to collaborate with various stakeholders in order to realize a common purpose, is
the process of value co-creation. Stakeholder co-creation is the process where stakeholders
interact through collaborative activities, in order to innovate (Kazadi, Lievens & Mahr, 2016).
Furthermore, the co-creation process assumes a resource integration practice by all of the
participating stakeholders, because of limited resource capacity (Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke,
2016). The co-creation process, may assist in integrating and pooling all kinds of capital in the
ecosystem, only if there are clear incentives for stakeholders to engage in the process.
Specifically, without shared motives between the stakeholders, there is no willingness to
integrate resources and share knowledge (Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018) and the value
co-creation cannot be realized (Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke, 2016). Resource integration is
defined as “actors’ use of competence in emerging interactions, driven by motivation and
enabled by available resources” (Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018). Motivations are the
incentives behind every action, and can influence the direction, duration and intensity of actions
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(Locke & Latham, 2004). A person is motivated when they feel energized and activated towards
reaching a purpose (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
Hence, since the co-creation process, is a resource integration practice and since
motivations drive actors’ resource integration, it is essential to discover the stakeholders’
motivations. The interest lies in discovering the motives behind the variety of stakeholders that
participate in the energy ecosystem and beyond and how these motivations influence the
operation of the co-creation process, since motivation acts as a decisive factor when team
members strive to achieve a collective goal (van der Schoor & Scholtens, 2015).
This way, the stakeholders can potentially align their views and steer the co-creation
process, into a direction which is desirable by everyone. The outcome of the process is identified
as innovation, although this variable will be excluded from this research. The reason is that, the
early phases of the process should be addressed and configured firstly, followed by the
conditions that enhance the process, in order for the outcomes of innovation to be successful and
measurable.
Diversity of actors inside the ecosystem is seen as an important factor for the innovations
to succeed, as an outcome of the value co-creation process (Ketonen-Oksi & Valkokari, 2019).
Furthermore, we can define each local ecosystem, as the complex set of subcultures that are
included in the broader ecosystem (Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke, 2016). Consequently, diversity
of actors is a condition that acts as a requisite for the smooth running of the process. Another
condition is the existence of a platform, which acts as a common ground between the
stakeholders (Ketonen-Oksi & Valkokari, 2019) and illustrates the collective purpose which
connects them all. Subsequently, it is vital to discover if these conditions exist in our context of
research and find further conditions that that can enhance the process of co-creation.
The purpose of the study is to provide a framework for collaboration between energy
initiatives and their stakeholders, filling the gap in the literature and hopefully assisting in,
stakeholders realizing the potential of their engagement. The collaborative practice is framed as
the co-creation process, although, without shared motives the process cannot be initiated, thus it
is vital to understand the motivations from the variety of stakeholders encountered and what
implications have for the co-creation process, so far. Motivations are categorized as extrinsic and
intrinsic (Ryan & Deci, 2000), with the first implying that an actor is motivated towards an
7

activity, in order to gain a separate outcome; while the latter that an activity is pursued for the
value-in-use it provides; assuming higher motivation levels among participants. Hence, based on
this categorization, the purpose is to identify the two dimensions of motivations and how are they
translated in the context of this research.
Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke, (2016) already studied which motivations drives people’s
actions, when integrating resources to co-create a common value. In their case the common value
and outcome of the process was the “Milan Expo 2015”, way different from the context of which
this thesis stands. Furthermore, the co-creation process is always referred to as a mere resource
integration practice and is not operationalized further. By highlighting stakeholders’ motivations,
it is possible to identify common ambitions and visions, but also considerations that might hinder
the further unfolding of the process. Last aim, is to identify conditions that enhance the
collaborative process of co-creation.
Concluding, the main research question is:
“How the motivations of stakeholders affect the value co-creation process?
The sub-questions that will guide the research are:
“Why stakeholders co-create?”
“How stakeholders co-create?”
“Which are the conditions that enhance the process?”
Basically, with the first sub question the concept of motivations will be surfaced and with
the second sub-question, the process of co-creation will be analyzed and presented. The latter
will be analyzed, using a framework from the co-creation literature which describes the cocreation process. By discovering the motivations and operationalizing the co-creation process,
will assist in finding the ambitions of stakeholders and how they transformed into the practices
of co-creation, addressing this way the main research question. Lastly, the conditions act as a
requisite to the process and the aim is to identify further conditions that enhance it.
Theoretical contributions will address firstly, the community renewable literature and the
ambition to initiate the transition to a more sustainable energy system, by introducing a
framework of collaboration between the varieties of stakeholders, which have to engage with
8

each other in order to reach a common purpose. This framework is stemming from the cocreation literature, thus addressing also this field of study, by applying tools of it into the context
of community renewable energy initiatives; providing this way, analysis of the operationalization
of the co-creation process, adding to the perception of this practice.
Furthermore, the practical contributions will aim to create an understanding of the cocreation process to create innovation. The process and how it unfolds, it depends on the
motivations of the actors and especially the ones of energy initiatives. After identifying their
motivations, and propose a model for value co-creation, the stakeholders of the ecosystem,
hopefully can realize the focal points that will enable them to align their values and collaborate
in order to create innovation.
The outline of the thesis proposal, includes the theoretical background starting with an
introduction to the potential of REC to contribute to the transition to a more sustainable energy
system and the importance of networking in order to achieve this endeavor (2.1). After that, the
co-creation process will be presented, under the lens of the service-dominant logic. (2.2),
followed by introduction to motivations (2.3). Lastly, all the variables will be analyzed and
conceptualized (2.4). In section 3, the methodology this research will follow, will be presented.
Continuing in section 4 you will find the results of the research, followed by the discussion,
including managerial implications, critical reflection and limitations of the research (section 5).
Lastly you can find the references in section 6 and the appendices, which include the data of the
research (section 7).

2. Theoretical background
2.1 Transition & the importance of network

There are three different levels taking part in a system transition (Geels & Schot, 2007). First
there is the sociotechnical landscape, as the broader exogenous environment, which puts pressure
to the incumbent regime, the second level. These pressures, open windows of opportunity for
niches, the third level, to be developed and influence the regime. Niches assist in developing and
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diffusing innovations and can oppose and compete with the established regime (Seyfang, et al,
2014).
In order for niches to develop into a coherent industry, an appropriate business model
should be developed (van der Schoor & Scholtens, 2015). The authors mention that REC should
be considered as niches, which satisfy local needs. Additionally, Dóci, Vasileiadou, & Petersen,
(2015) distinguish between internally and externally oriented niches, where they comment that
REC are internally oriented, where a certain technology is used as a tool to develop and enhance
surrounding actors and their purposes. Community-led energy infrastructures, is seen as the ideal
future, to a more sustainable energy system, where the use of green technologies and governance
by users, produces energy responsibly (Frantzeskaki, Avelino & Loorbach, 2013).
Considering the old fossil-fuel regime, it was established before many years and powerful
relations between the stakeholders have been created. Nonetheless, a new regime with consistent
cultures and norms has yet, not been established (Ruotsalainen, Karjalainen, Child & Heinonen,
2017). Core alliances of incumbent firms with policy makers at the regime level, due to
established dependencies, hinders the transition from the status quo and resists structural change
(Geels, 2014). This is one of the reasons, initiatives do not wish to scale up and engage in a
conflict with the regime (Proka, Hisschemöller & Loorbach, 2018), thus remaining as a local
niche.
The current fossil-fuel regime is a centralized energy system and is characterized by a
linear structure and a top down approach from a large scale producer (McKenna, 2018). On the
other hand, decentralized energy system is defined by many smaller power plants. In that case,
consumers are also producers, namely “prosumers” (van der Schoor & Scholtens, 2015; Biggs,
2016). Community engagement and vivid participation, can increase the possibilities in
transforming the energy system (Bauwens, 2016). In this new decentralized system is possible to
create small laboratories of innovation through the community energy initiatives (Tews, 2015).
Niches can put pressure and request changes to the existing regime, by networks they
create and form (Dóci, Vasileiadou, & Petersen, 2015). Network is identified as a broader
context, where actors integrate their resources in order to co-create value (Wajid, Raziq, Malik,
Malik & Khurshid, 2019). Initiatives engage in network building, in order to secure resources,
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gain support and information and share their experiences (Seyfang, et al, 2014). Without
attracting actors from the regime, they will remain at the stage of niche development.
Furthermore, the more heterogeneous communities are in matters of actors, structures,
motivations, networks, technologies they use, the more likely for it to scale up from a niche
perspective and influence the regime (Dóci, Vasileiadou, & Petersen, 2015). For a transition to
take place, actors from both the niche and the regime, they need to collaborate (Proka, Loorbach
& Hisschemoller, 2018).
Summarizing, there are pressures from the environment and possibilities based on the
model of renewable energy communities, to transform the energy system. Despite the pressures
for a transition to a more sustainable energy system, the established energy regime resists
structural change, due to powerful coalitions that were created through the years and makes the
prospects of transition difficult. In order to promote this new decentralized model, network
engagement and collaboration between initiatives and actors and stakeholders who participate in
the energy ecosystem and beyond, is essential. By networks and collaboration, initiatives not
only will have the potential to transform the energy system, but also will have access to assets
and knowledge, securing survival of the organization. On the other hand, other stakeholders can
have access to resources which these initiatives can provide, like social and environmental
capital (Seyfang, et al, 2014).

2.2 Service-Dominant Logic & Co-creation

Service is the application of knowledge and skills in order to benefit and satisfy another actor
(Lusch & Vargo, 2014). Networking and interaction of actors is vital for the reason that, this
research, is presented by the lens of Service-Dominant Logic (SD logic), which assumes that, in
various ecosystems, value is created through interaction of all actors, who integrate and
exchange resources and knowledge, in order to form a value proposition. Value propositions can
be formed, by reciprocal co-creation practices of actors who integrate resources and engage with
each other (Kowalkowski, et al, 2012).
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Nowadays, emphasis has been put on value co-creation, as a collaborative process
between stakeholders, which can create innovation (Ketonen-Oksi & Valkokari, 2019). An
essential aspect of the co-creation process, is the need to integrate resources from different actors
of the network, in order for the shared value to be realized (Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke, 2016).
Even if priorities and values of stakeholders are not aligned, they can interact because of
the limited resource capacity each one possesses and by doing this, co-create a specific shared
value. Additionally, all stakeholders are resource integrators, when they co-create the ecosystem
value. Specifically, resource integration is occurring via communication, open platform and
implementation and support encounters (Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke, 2016). This way, the
initiative can have access to knowledge, which stakeholders are willing to provide and share
(Kazadi, Lievens & Mahr, 2016). Resource integration is a central aspect of the co-creation
process (Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke, 2016) and is driven by motivation (Findsrud, Tronvoll &
Edvardsson, 2018), thus makes motivations an essential element of the co-creation process.
Motivations should be based on a shared purpose, a platform that supports these values
and individual dedication among the members of the ecosystem (Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke,
2016). It is worth mentioning, that in order for the co-creation process to be realized, there has to
exist a platform where stakeholders can meet, acting as a common ground between them and as a
condition for the process to be initiated (Ketonen-Oksi & Valkokari, 2019). Thus, a platform is a
requisite for both motivations and co-creation to be realized, hence the variable of conditions
was included and the aim is to find if these conditions are in existence, in which form and find
further conditions that can enhance the process. Diversity of actors acts also as a condition (Pera,
Occhiocupo & Clarke, 2016), mixing people and ideas from a wide variety, in order to reach the
common purpose of the ecosystem.
By aligning motivations into a shared vision, the process of co creation can be initiated
(Figure 1). The process has four major steps of interaction (Ketonen-Oksi & Valkokari, 2019),
namely co-experience, co-definition, co-elevation and co-development. This is a structure that
assists in identifying the practices of value co-creation that can lead to innovation and for that
reason, it will be used as a tool, to apply in the context of renewable energy initiatives.
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Figure 1: The ecosystem co-creation process (Ketonen-Oksi & Valkokari, 2019)
All local initiatives collectively and the actors that are active in the energy ecosystem,
can be considered as a stakeholder ecosystem (Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke, 2016). The
stakeholder ecosystem, incorporates elements such as the network nature of these relationships
and the distinct features of each subculture, the local initiatives in that case, which are included
in it and the context which they represent.
Because resources are limited and in the case of the initiatives difficult to access them, by
co-creating they can integrate precious resources, from the stakeholder ecosystem, and create
innovation. Motivation is perceived as a prerequisite for resource integration, by providing
direction and energy (Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018) and can affect the outcomes of
innovation.

2.3 Motivations

Motivations are incentives that influence the direction, duration and intensity of actions (Locke
& Latham, 2004). Not only affects how people acquire skills and abilities, but also how they
utilize them. There are two main categories of motivations, namely intrinsic and extrinsic (Ryan
& Deci, 2000). The first assumes that people perform activities for the pure satisfaction of doing
so and the latter implies that there are some consequences that drives action, like compensation
or fear.
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Intrinsic motivations reflects the human nature, because they demonstrate the immanent
curiosity and eager to learn, expressed by human beings (Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson,
2018) Furthermore, extrinsic motivations are divided into four categories, distinct by the relative
autonomy over the task outcomes. For instance, the least autonomous “external regulation”
(Ryan & Deci, 2000) motivates the actor to perform a task, to satisfy external pressures, by
society or an individual, while the most autonomous “integration” (Ryan & Deci, 2000) assumes
that the performer of the action has fully integrate the regulation into their own values and
beliefs; bringing it closer to intrinsic motivation. They differ, for the reason that integration, still
assumes that a task is performed, striving for a reward or separate outcome. In this research, the
focus is only on intrinsic and extrinsic as such and extrinsic will not be operationalized further.
Thus, extrinsic motivated, it is understood as an activity which engages actors, in order to gain a
separate outcome or reward.
The motivations of communities to initiate an energy project vary, and are distinguished
as; rising retail energy prices, autonomy over supply and costs of energy (Ruotsalainen,
Karjalainen, Child & Heinonen, 2017) and investment in community (Seyfang & Haxeltine,
2012). Also, strong environmental consciousness and the desire to deploy renewables can be a
motivator at the individual level (Bauwens, 2016). Furthermore, generating income and
community empowerment, were identified as the primary factors that motivate communities to
develop energy projects (Hicks & Ison, 2018), adding to the dual nature of motivations. For
instance, generating income can be located in the extrinsic nature of motivations, as income can
be referred as a separate outcome and reward that drives peoples’ action. On the other hand,
community empowerment can be considered as intrinsically motivated activity. The reason is
that, it is assumable that there is not a single definite outcome of this process and actors are
engaged in it for its value-in-use nature.
Resource integration, main element of the process of co-creation, is driven by motivation
(Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018). Motives should be linked in order for the process to
reach its full potential, between different stakeholder groups (Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke, 2016).
Motivations provide direction and intensity to the process, although resource integration is
defined as mostly extrinsic motivated (Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018). Being
extrinsically motivated procedure, might hinder performance and creativity by the participants.
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Nevertheless, there are potential to internalize extrinsic motivations into intrinsic, by repetition
of the process and positive outcomes (Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018). Intrinsically
motivated actors express more excitement, interest and confidence, when participating in the
procedure. Also, in complex services like in the case of energy, it is wise to focus on intrinsic
incentives, like emotions and interest, providing this way incentives for the stakeholders to
appreciate the process.

2.4 Towards a Synthesis

Stemming from the above, the potential to co-create between the stakeholders of the ecosystem
can produce positive outcomes for all. In order for the co-creation process to be successful,
shared motives between the stakeholders has to be clearly stated and realized (Pera, Occhiocupo
& Clarke, 2016). Diversity of actors is not an obstacle, which in this case are the local energy
projects and their stakeholders. They can keep their uniqueness, while at the same time be
committed to a shared purpose that they want to realize with other stakeholders.
At the moment, lack of coordination between the initiatives, is the biggest problem
(Proka, Loorbach & Hisschemöller, 2018) and struggle to strategically influence the regime. The
initiatives have not yet developed a clear strategic capacity to transform the current regime
(Proka, Loorbach & Hisschemöller, 2018). Also, by not attracting key stakeholders and the
knowledge they provide, it might be crucial for the survival of each project (Kazadi, Lievens &
Mahr, 2016). Although, the stakeholders must represent common motivations between them,
providing this way direction and intensity to the process.
Firstly, the motivations of each stakeholder will be identified and categorized, based on
the two dimensions, intrinsic and extrinsic, and how they affect the co-creation process (figure
1). During the innovation process, the selection of important stakeholders that can also work and
collaborate together might prove crucial for the process to be successful (Kazadi, Lievens &
Mahr, 2016). Nevertheless, their motivations should be aligned, otherwise the misuse of
knowledge and resources, in order to satisfy egocentric needs, could lead to value destruction
(Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018).
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As was mentioned, energy initiatives operate between two different contexts, the local
and outside. Although the local context is important for the configuration and progress of each
project, in this research, the main focus is in collaboration with outside actors. The purpose lies
in discovering how many different stakeholders can potentially align their views, towards
reaching a common purpose and how they can collaborate effectively. Also, what each
stakeholder expect from other actors in order to be more motivated to collaborate?
This research will try to assist in, how to co-create innovation with other stakeholders, by
addressing their motivations and how they affect the operation of the co-creation process. The
process is referred to as extrinsic by nature (Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018), which can
lead to apathy by the participants, who only wish to achieve their individual separate outcome,
which stems from the process. By analyzing the stakeholders motivations based on the
dimensions of intrinsic and extrinsic, we can identify the practices that can enhance the cocreation process, based on figure 1 and provide incentives for intrinsic motivations, which
assumes that stakeholders participate in the process for its value-in-use.
Proposition 1: Extrinsically motivated stakeholders, hinder the evolution of the cocreation process; configuring at the moment its form and outcomes.
Innovation is defined as the main objective of the process. Nevertheless, innovation is
excluded from the analysis of this thesis; it is present, because it is mentioned extensively in the
literature, as the outcome of the co-creation process and assists in framing the conceptual model,
stating the final outcome of the process (figure 2). Although, there is no clear framework which
presents the co-creation process, remaining in the fact that it is a resource integration practice.
For this reason, a framework was used which is related to the co-creation process (figure 1) and
the practices that can enhance it (Ketonen-Oksi & Valkokari, 2019); thus this way
operationalizing the process.
As mentioned before, a formal platform that stakeholders can co-create and variety of
stakeholders are two conditions that enhance the process of co-creation. The aim is to identify
firstly if these conditions are in existence and also, further conditions that might enhance the
process.
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Proposition 2: Diversity of actors and a common platform enhances the operation of the
co-creation process.
Concluding, the research problem can be presented by three variables. Innovation is a
variable, as the outcome of the co-creation process, but it is excluded from the analysis.
Furthermore, the co-creation process is the dependent variable and motivations of stakeholders
are the independent variable. Additionally, the conditions that enhance the relationship is the
final variable and acts as a moderator. The aim lies not only in discovering conditions that
enhance the co-creation process, but also how these conditions moderate the relationship
between motivations and the process. Specifically, the aim is to discover if these conditions can
turn progressively, the extrinsically motivated stakeholders into intrinsically through time. This
is occurring by internalization of motivations into the process (Ryan & Deci, 2000), which
assumes that through the collaboration and successful outcomes of the process, stakeholders can
reach high motivations levels; gaining access to necessary resources, or spread the positive
outcomes and mobilize other stakeholders (Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018), which
might be willing to integrate their resources and participate in the process.
Proposition 3: Conditions assist in transforming the extrinsic nature of stakeholders’
motivations into intrinsic over time, thus enhancing the operation of the co-creation process.
Summarizing, the conceptual model will look like this:

Figure 2
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3. Methodology
3.1 Methodological Approach

The method that will be applied to answer the research question, is a qualitative case study
(Babbie, 2017). Case studies focus on a social phenomenon, aiming to examine it in depth, and
this is occurring by interviews, observations and document examination. In our case, the social
phenomenon of study is the renewable energy initiatives and the potential to make the transition
to a more sustainable energy system. Furthermore, case studies aim to answer “How” questions
about a contemporary complex social phenomenon, as in the case of this research (Yin, 2014),
which aims to identify “how motivations of stakeholders affects the co-creation process”. Hence,
the co-creation process is the case of this research and how motivations of stakeholders influence
its operation.
Qualitative research methods, aim to describe a phenomenon occurring in a specific
context, leading to a clearer understanding of the particular issue (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012).
This suit the particular research, for the reason that not much data and information is available
considering the phenomenon of REC and the case study will assist in this endeavor, by collecting
data through interviews and documents and hopefully unlocking the potential of the ecosystem
collaboration.
Furthermore, the phenomenological perspective will be adopted, which assumes that a
collective “life-world” exists in which subjective experience plays a vital role (Justesen & MikMeyer, 2012). Furthermore, phenomenology is interested in the motives behind certain
decisions, which lead to achieving a desired state. The research is aiming to describe the motives
of co-creation which lead to innovation, so logically the phenomenology seems like the right
approach.
Nevertheless, phenomenology assumes that the researcher is neutral and unprejudiced,
considering the issue. Through interviews and documents, which are the main data source of the
research, the results will be presented through the description of the subjective experience of the
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author. What is more, the research aims to describe a phenomenon and provide a framework
which can be implemented and tested across different contexts.

3.2 Data Collection & Analysis

Eight semi-structured interviews have been conducted with communities and actors of the
ecosystem, aiming to identify their motivations to engage in the ecosystem co-creation process
and also the practices that occurring or need to occur. Specifically, two interviews were
conducted with energy cooperatives (Texel Energie, Deltawind), one with an informal energy
initiative (Oosterbeek), a national branch organization of energy cooperatives (ODE Decentraal),
one with the energy grid operator (Alliander), one with an energy company (Green Choice), one
with a national lobbying organization (NVDE), and one with a non-governmental organization
(Greenpeace). This way, I was trying to capture the broad variety of stakeholders that participate
in the energy ecosystem and the potential of their engagement. Unfortunately I was not able to
reach a government body or official, as national government is a vital stakeholder in the process.
Nevertheless, I used the document of Ministry of Economic affairs (Appendix 7), trying to
identify their relation and values considering renewable energy initiatives.
The participants were approached by e-mail and the interviews had duration from 15 minutes
till almost 2 hours. Furthermore, three of the interviews were conducted via skype and the other
four by meeting the participant face to face. Lastly, I sent a questionnaire to one participant and
they answered the questions. Unfortunately, I could not arrange a formal interview to discuss
more in depth the concepts being studied. Nevertheless, the choice of stakeholders was not
random, because Alliander identified as a stakeholder of Texel Energie and Oosterbeek and
Green Choice as a stakeholder of Deltawind and member of NVDE, along with Alliander and
ODE, which is also partner of Deltawind. Furthermore, Greenpeace lobbies for all initiatives at
the policy level. Hence, somehow all stakeholders are potentially related to each other and can
collaborate and exchange knowledge and resources.
In order to uncover the main variables of this research, there were some specific questions
that were asked to the participants. There were also questions trying to uncover the main
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variables of motivations and co-creation that were stemming from the flow of the conversation
and based on the quotes of the interviewees. You can have full access to in detail transcriptions
of the interviews in Appendix 1.
Considering motivations, the initial questions were briefly:
 What were your first motivations for the project?
 How the motivations changed through the years?
 What is your organization strives for?
 What do you wish to achieve from collaboration activities with other stakeholders?
After the qualitative interviews, the method of coding was used to operationalize the
motivations of the stakeholders. To find the motivations, I scanned the interviews to find clues
for this variable. The search started by explicitly searching for the answers of participants to the
above questions and implicitly, by analyzing the conversation to find hidden ambitions and
needs, as a proxy for motivations. Afterwards, the important quotes from the interviewees were
analyzed by open coding, (Appendix 2), summarizing what was the implicit or explicit meaning
of their motivations. In Axial Coding, I categorized all the findings of the open coding into eight
dimensions, as the motivations of initiatives, but also from their stakeholders. Lastly, in selective
coding, the axial codes identified, can be constructed into a more general term, which contains
and organize the concepts (Babbie, 2017). The terms are the ones we are interested in the
research, namely intrinsic and extrinsic and motivations will be operationalized and analyzed as
such.
Motivations of intrinsic nature are distinguished as ‘Sustainability’, ‘Community
Engagement’, ‘Owning’ and ‘Collaboration. Motivations of all stakeholders are aligned on
sustainability and green energy endeavors. Sustainability is an intrinsically motivated activity,
because the outcomes are speculative; nevertheless such activities are being pursued for the fun
or challenge entailed in them, supported by autonomy in the decisions and selections of actors.
Collaboration, although assumed as extrinsically motivated by stakeholders, striving to achieve a
separate outcome out of these activities, entails intrinsically elements, as it provides value in use,
such as information and ideas sharing; increasing the motivation levels of stakeholders. Also
community engagement and owning of the project were assumed intrinsic by the sayings of the
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interviewees, as they are incorporating elements of autonomy and freedom in the decision
making of the participants and pure enjoyment by the “value-in-use” of the activities and the
strengthening of communities in the process. They strive to be independent and take decisions
into their own hands and not be imposed by other stakeholders.
Other motivations were ‘Address Local Needs’, ‘Green Energy’, ‘Reputation’ and
‘Professionalism’; all categorized under the extrinsic motivations ‘umbrella’. The reason is that it
these motivations underlie a separate outcome or reward stakeholders’ wish to achieve after
conducting the activities. Extrinsic motivations are not inherently interested for everyone and
they might be pursued due to relatedness of actors (Ryan & Deci, 2000). For instance, installing
a wind turbine in a local area might bring negative perceptions to most citizens, although if they
are member of a cooperative can increase their interest, because they observe other local citizens
who are engaged with, doing so.
Professionalism, is a motivation not explicitly mentioned by every stakeholder, but it is
important, due to relatedness of actors who are connected and can be pursued extrinsically,
providing increased incentives to stakeholders to collaborate. Reputation reflects the positive
outcomes stakeholders will gain, after the success of the process, still assuming that the activity
is pursued for a separate outcome. Addressing local needs lastly, was identified as the motivation
to reach local results by configuring activities in the context of operation, still assumes that an
activity is being pursued for separate outcomes. It does not imply though, that the activity does
not provide value-in-use and enjoyment from the participants; just that some of the participants
might not be fully motivated towards this activity, although pursuing it.
Next, I scanned again the interviews to identify the collaborative practices that occurring
based on figure 1 and the co-creation process and the conditions of platform and diversity of
actors. Specifically, the co-creation process will be assessed, by understanding the basic
activities of the process which are distinguished into four phases (Ketonen-Oksi & Valkokari,
2019) and how motivations influence them. Each phase, is distinguished by three practices that
can enhance this particular stage, and this way the co-creation process is operationalized.
More in depth, follows the four phases and the practices that enhance each; the
operationalization of the co-creation process:
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Phase 1: Co-Experience
i) Seek for shared values and concrete actions
ii) Search for though-provoking visionaries and substance
iii) Be bold, but do not ignore the impacts of value destruction
Phase 2: Co-Definition
i) Clarify the vision and communicate it in understandable ways
ii) Avoid controlling the value co-creation process
iii) Demonstrate the potential for co-creation
Phase 3: Co-Elevation
i) Commit to vision and structures, but stay open for new people and ideas
ii) Support the emergence of diversity and agility by matching people and ideas
iii) Share your enthusiasm and attract others

Phase 4: Co-Development
i) Strengthen the vision by active communication
ii) Look for disruptive business models and for novel ways of collaboration
iii) Conduct a critical analysis of the acquired results and raise the ambition level
Again, there were some initial questions to stimulate the interviewee into explaining their
engagement in the co-creation process, the practices that occurring and the conditions that
enhance the process. Specifically:
 Are you in engagement with other actors of the energy ecosystem? What level of
engagement?
 What kind of resources do you integrate to the ecosystem?
 What types of services do you provide to initiatives?
 What power forces affect your business and collaboration with other actors?
 Can you identify a formal platform, where stakeholders come together and integrate
resources and knowledge?
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 Which are the most vital stakeholders for your business?
 How do you protect the process against egocentric attitudes from other stakeholders that
only want to achieve their individual purpose?
 What needs to be further configured, considering the process?
 What is your opinion about the outcome of the process? Do you believe that it should
include social and technological aspects?
The analysis will be further supplemented with documents, in order to scan for clues and
conditions that can enhance the process and find common themes among the data. For instance,
the documents include the list of stakeholders participating in the energy and climate
conversation in the Netherlands (Appendix 4), trying to substantiate the variety of actors and
interests that have a stake in the negotiations considering climate and energy policy. Also, you
can find some extracts of the 118 pages “Energy Agenda” document of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, which was used to identify the motivations of a government body and
relevant clues about any co-creation that might be occurring (Appendix 7). What is more, you
can find the document of the ODE Decentraal vision (Appendix 8) a national energy cooperative
organization, reflecting the cooperatives ambitions and further practices that need to be realized.
The purpose of using different sources to supplement the data from the interviews, is to increase
the validity of the results and get a more comprehensive perception of the context and the
phenomenon being studied.
Considering reliability, I tackle this issue by providing all the data that was used in the
research, from literature to interviews and documents (Appendices). Maintaining a chain of
evidence (Yin, 2014), is the principle used to increase the reliability of the research findings.
Tracing back from the conclusions, is possible to find all the evidence and sources used to reach
to these conclusions and the other way around. Furthermore, everything that encountered in the
interviews and the research process is presented as such, in order to avoid bias and to provide the
reader with all the data and the way the procedure unfolded. The limitations of the study are also
present, in section 5.3, so that anyone can have a notion about lacking elements.
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3.3 Research Ethics

Qualitative interview, should be flexible and iterative (Babbie, 2017), instead of fixed and
orderly. Specifically, the interviewer can change the structure of the interview to stimulate the
interviewee into answering the questions vividly. This way I could ask the main questions that
were vital for the key concepts and the research problem, as they were displayed above, but I
could also ask questions that came from the flow of the conversation and found interesting in
order to help answer the research question and sub-questions. Although, the participants had an
access to the thesis proposal and questionnaire upon their request.
The questionnaire although had the same structure, including questions considering
motivations, network and the co-creation process, it was slightly changed to every participants
role in the ecosystem and as the thesis process was unfolding. The purpose was to, deliberately
surface the role and ambitions of each distinct stakeholder and how these ambitions can be
connected to the rest stakeholders. Nevertheless, the central variables of motivations, co-creation
and conditions were always present.
There was one case that the participant wished to remain anonymous, and wished for the
transcript of the interview to be excluded from the final document. Although, it is possible to
find extracts from it that were used in the research. Every interview was recorded, after the
allowance of the interviewee and was transcribed after the completion. This research paper will
be sent to them after the completion of the thesis process.

4. Results
4.1 Motivations of stakeholders

This research aims to identify how the motivations of stakeholders affect the value co-creation
process. In order to do so, it is vital to identify their motivations first. Below, the motivations of
each stakeholder are presented, with a brief introduction to the role of each in the energy
ecosystem, where after the qualitative interviews it was possible to identify their ambitions and
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considerations. Each stakeholder represents a different context and interest and for that reason I
was trying to capture the motivations of a variety of stakeholders that participate in the process
and what is their view on the cooperative model and how they collaborate with each other.
Texel Energie
‘Texel Energie’ is an energy cooperative, based in the island of Texel, in the north west of the
country. The basic motivation that drove their decision into organizing a cooperative project to
produce green energy, is the ambition to make their island energy self-sufficient. This stems
from the mentality of Texels, which strive for owning their own projects and ambitions.
Specifically:
“Yes true so a type of magic word, in Dutch is “eigen”, is owing, yours. So the ferry is
owned by the citizens of Texel, you have your own cheese, your own brewery your own
baker.”
This ambition is translated to the motivation of owning, which gives power and control to
the actual members of the cooperative. Furthermore, they seek to have personal contact with the
client, providing this way incentives to the local community to feel that it’s ‘their’ company.
Furthermore, the manager believes in the bottom-up implementation, which translates to energy
communities experimenting and designing their own system; they also strive for collaborations
with local and outside actors, in order to assist them in that endeavor. Knowledge exchange is
also a motivator for the manager, in order to spread information and assist them and other
projects in their business activities and beyond. Lastly, reputation is a motivator, translating as
the positive image the model will produce, if successful.
Alliander
The company is occupied with technical services, new technologies and actually the business
unit responsible for the operation of the grid is going by the label ‘Liander’ (Alliander, 2019).
Interestingly enough, they are not the only ‘player’, as they share and operate different areas of
the country with other 6 operators (Appendix 3).
To demonstrate their position in the energy system of the country, the interviewee from
the company, understandably quoted:
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“So large coal plants, large power stations and then you have these transmission lines,
all way to the cities. From the city it goes, transforms to the distribution system, low
voltages and comes into your home, buildings. So we operate only the distribution
network, only when it gets really enters the cities and the residential and businesses.”
As it is illustrated in Appendix 3, Liander occupies a wide area in the middle from east to
west of the country and they are direct stakeholder of Texel Energie and the Oosterbeek
initiative. After the interview with one of the company’s strategists, we can certainly conclude
that their motivation is to create sustainability in procurement, resources and economy. They
assist customers in shifting from fuel to renewables, and also they assist local projects in their
decisions, which should be based on their local context. Nonetheless, it was stressed that the
professionalism between the parties can act as a catalyst in their ambition to collaborate further
with cooperatives and this new bottom-up model.
Deltawind
This wind cooperative in the island of Goeree-Overflakkee, in the province of Zeeland, was one
of the first such endeavors in the country. Their most vital motivations to do so were to invest in
green energy and solve things together as a community. The director wishes for owning of the
local projects and give control and decision making to the people of the community.
Notwithstanding their ambition is to be self-sufficient considering energy, they collaborate and
assist other projects in their sustainability endeavors. Interestingly enough, the director of the
company quoted that, answering if they contribute to the transition to a more sustainable energy
system:
“Yes of course, that is the reason of our existence.”
Nevertheless, the director also stressed that professionalism is a motivator and the need to
balance the local needs with the ambitions to help and collaborate with outside parties.
Greenchoice
The company was the first 100% green energy company, providing incentives for the Dutch
customers to support their sustainability endeavors. The director of Deltawind mentioned that
they sell energy to Greenchoice, thus making them their stakeholder. The company also supports
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the decentralized model, by providing services to the projects and also owning projects with
cooperatives. Consequently, their motivation is to support the decentralized model and as the of
client project manager quoted:
“There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach for cooperatives.”
Oosterbeek
The Oosterbeek initiative is an informal organization in the province of Gelderland, established
no longer than two years ago. The interview was conducted with a member of the board and he
extensively mentioned their motivation for a bottom-up implementation of sustainability projects
and activities. Owning the project is a motivator, as it provide incentives for community
engagement and enhancement, as he stressed. Specifically:
“This is part of the motivation, I think a vibrant community has value for people.”
Collaboration with outside parties is minimal at the moment; trying to configure first
their local endeavors. Nevertheless, the ambition is to collaborate in the future if there are clear
benefits for the parties.
Greenpeace
Greenpeace is a non-governmental organization operating around the world. The interview was
conducted with a campaigner of climate and energy in the NGO’s Dutch department. They strive
for a sustainable society, by campaigning against global environmental issues, as deforestation,
carbon emissions and the expansion of fossil fuels. The interviewee mentioned that they support
the community renewable projects, by lobbying in the policy level, in order to provide tax
incentives to these communities and stimulate citizens’ interest towards this option.
Nevertheless, it was stressed that in order to reach global sustainability results, we will need
every kind of renewable energy project. Specifically:
“But the only solution, we will need big, big investments in renewable energy, so for
example windmills on the North Sea; this cannot be done by communities, this can be
done by big investments and companies, with big government interventions. So we need
all of that solutions and we need the small scale initiative solution too.”
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Lastly it was mentioned their motivation of collaboration with outside actors and
stakeholders and specifically the need for government intervention to tackle climate issues.
ODE Decentraal
Is a national branch organization of energy cooperatives and mainly advocates for a large group
of cooperatives. The interview was conducted with the director of the organization and he
extensively mentioned their ambition to assist cooperatives and the decentralized model, where
renewables deployment can surface from the appreciation and social acceptance by local
communities. They have also created an IT platform, which they license, which assists in
automation of membership and relevant information, such as investment of the cooperative
members. The director firmly believes that cooperation and organizing by cooperatives can
amplify their status and power against other stakeholders. Specifically:
“Because if you go individually to your government and you say something, it won’t
make a difference. So you need to structure yourself at the national level and become
more concrete. Cooperation creates strength.”
Lastly, further professionalism by the cooperatives is expected, which can be achieved by
the cooperation of initiatives between them and their stakeholders, sharing information and
knowledge.
Nederlandse Vereniging Duurzame Energie
NVDE is a Dutch national association of different companies, with Greenchoice, Alliander,
ODE, Tesla and Triodos Bank being actively members of this organization. They mainly provide
lobbying activities, striving for 100% renewable energy by 2050, as the responsible for public
affairs of NVDE mentioned; but also share knowledge and ideas with the variety of stakeholders
that participate. They are not only lobbying for the cooperative model, but in general for the
energy transition into a more sustainable system. Although, it is recognized the assistance
cooperatives can provide towards this endeavor, along with public support and sufficient
organizing.
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“{…} And there are also some people who are very individualistic, are not so much at
community. So it differs, but I think is very, very important today to achieve support for
the energy transition, to work together and get the community feeling.
Nevertheless, the interviewee stressed that many of the initiatives need to be more open
and professional and use the knowledge that is being shared to make this transition.

All the above motivations were analyzed and categorized in 8 categories (see part 3.2), which
can be illustrated in figure 3.
What is certainly concluded from the motivations of stakeholders, is that the nature of
their motives incorporate elements of both intrinsic and extrinsic elements. Sustainability is a
motivator and is shared among every stakeholder, a motivation which was identified as intrinsic,
due to the value-in-use and high ambition levels, it produces for the participants. Furthermore,
intrinsic motivations were found mostly in the community level, where the cooperatives wish to
empower their communities and provide further benefits for the local ecosystem. The rest
stakeholders, are certainly recognizing the potential of the community initiatives model and
assist in the deployment of it, through collaborative activities with them and advocacy. Although,
more professionalism from the side of cooperatives is expected by the rest stakeholders, in order
to be more receptive to collaborate with them. In addition, positive outcomes by the cooperatives
and further reputation will make the process more intrinsic, reaching high motivation levels from
all stakeholders, who will perceive the activity as valuable and enjoyable.
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Figure 3- Motivations of Stakeholders

4.2 The co-creation process

The process of co-creation is analyzed through four distinct phases and their distinct
practices (see part 3.2). The process although distinguished by four phases, it is an iterative one,
which means that stakeholders can return or proceed a phase, in order to reconfigure or evolve. I
scanned the interviews and used the documents, to find which of these practices exist, and in
which shape.

Phase 1: Co-Experience
During the first phase, the stakeholders mirror their needs and competencies against each other,
in order to create a common understanding between them. Generally, in phase 1, stakeholders
aim to build attractiveness of the value they want to co-create.
i) What was found considering shares values, was the ambition by stakeholders to tackle climate
issues and initiate the transition to a more sustainable energy system. The cooperatives strive to
take action together and enhance their community or context, through the energy project and at
the same time tackle sustainability issues.
“I think the task is clear. We have to go to zero emissions by 2050, which is 30 years
away from now. In the upcoming years we need to reduce 50% our emissions, so we will
need everything, lots a lots of renewable energy and most important energy saving,
efficiency and reduce demand for energy. So is a tremendous task.” -Greenpeace
“I am firm believer in technological innovation I think that looking for example the price
of solar and wind energy is going down faster than ever expected. So I think we can go
quite far and it is necessary. From my point of view we need to change our use of energy
and how we make energy.” - NVDE
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Yeah I think the shared value is we want to make the country, this transition. I think we
want to make this transition. But they have all their own interest of course.” -Oosterbeek
“We want to take people, we know we have to make a more sustainable society and its
sometimes hard for people to see what they can do by themselves. Sometimes they feel the
governments makes us to do something, and what we want to do is helping people to have
things in their hands and contribute.” -Deltawind

Lastly, cooperation is seen as a catalyst in transforming the energy system, as it provides
resources and knowledge to stakeholders and especially the community energy projects.
“You can’t have all the knowledge in your local volunteer group, but you can have
knowledge on a national level and if you find the right people to come together and bind
them on a national level and coordinate them then you are a lot stronger. Cooperation
between cooperatives can improve a lot.” – ODE Decentraal
So there are a lot of initiatives to give them information, to help them, they have to find it
and use it. I think that is the main problem, also because some people in the cooperatives
want to do it from their own point of view and makes it harder for them to use lessons
learned in other cooperatives.- NVDE

Yeah and you also need that {answering about networks and collaboration). Otherwise
you are not able to operate and because you don’t have the knowledge. Its going so fast
at the moment in this sector that you must have other stakeholders to make the decision
for the best option. So you have to work together. – Texel Energie

ii) Considering provoking visionaries and substance experts the director of ODE Decentraal,
mentioned that they managed to bring together different national organization into one big entity,
to provide different services to the cooperatives:
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“So we are going to the future now with different groups of cooperatives have set up
different national platforms, with different services, so they all have their own board ,
they have their own treasurer, their own general assembly. So we decided two years ago
to mix them in one big organization.”
This organization is labeled “Energie Samen” and incorporates services as, representation
of interests, project development, IT professionalization, savings and information sharing
(Energie Samen, 2019), making them this way essential substance experts. Energie Samen can
assist in collecting and sharing information and other technical knowledge across initiatives.
Also the responsible for public affairs of NVDE mentioned that their association is a
form of platform, exchanging ideas between experts of the ecosystem:
“And I think our association we are a bit of a platform, where people can share
knowledge and look at what happening in the market or what is the necessary policy to
reach 100% renewable energy in 2050.”

iii) Last practice that enhances the first phase of value co-creation is to avoid value destruction.
Some examples that gathered as an expression of value destruction, that can hinder the cocreation process are fistly the ambition to exploit the cooperation for your own needs:
“That’s also a motivation for cooperation. For small entrepreneurs who create their own
business, in the cooperation. This is a bad, because if you exploit the cooperation for
your own revenue. And that can easy happen.”- Oosterbeek Initiative
Or just for financial benefits:
“There are people want to make money for example and with this money they will do an
investment and then they say maybe we are creating a solar field, but the main question
is, what are you going to do with the electricity of the solar field. What’s the idea about
it? In most cases there is no idea. They only want to bring it to the net, to the grid.”
-Texel Energie
“I think that it is very helpful and people need the community feeling, but if you look at
motivations of people to do something, some are really into this community feeling, some
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people are more motivated by money, their wallet, whatever. And there are also some
people who are very individualistic, are not so much at community.” - NVDE
In the case that benefits are not distributed locally, controversies might be created, as
locals will lose their trust in the project and its benefits (Walker & Devine-Wright, 2008). Also,
the informal structure can lead to a potential hurdle, as the member of the informal initiative of
Oosterbeek mentioned:
“I think they take you seriously, but they cannot do business with you.{…} We don’t have
a bank account. I have informed with some banks, but we cannot make a bank account.”

If your goal is to just promote renewable energy and you want to do some good things
and help some people, there are a lot of groups who established an informal group of
experts and advisors, etc. But if you want to move on and invest in renewables in a solar
or a wind park, then you need to structure yourself, it is impossible not to. – ODE
Decentraal
Furthermore, the scarcity of resources, mainly financial, that initiatives encounter in their
early forms, may create a situation where other more powerful stakeholders, could manipulate
and force their decisions (van der Waal, van der Windt & van Oost, 2018). From Deltawind, it
was mentioned that, considering the co-creation process:
“…what I am afraid of is that becomes a new structure, and out of that structure there is
told to a cooperative, you should do it in our way, the way that we thing that you have to
do it and I think those local cooperatives have to play, they have to fail, they have to
share. That is should happened over there. And you should not say you should do it that
way, or else it will fail. And that is a vision not everybody shares with me.”

Phase 2: Co-Definition
In the second phase, the process becomes more concrete, as the actors engage with each other,
sharing their ideas and capabilities, in order to create the shared value of the ecosystem.
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i) The vision of the country of Netherlands is clearly to make the transition to a more sustainable
energy system, as the document of the ministry of economic affairs mentions (Appendix 7). The
government gathered a variety of stakeholders to negotiate and discuss the shape of this
transition and the cooperative and local initiatives model is idedified as promissing, as it can
create social acceptance for this transition. Also it was identified by other stakeholders, that the
cooperatives model is essential, although we will need every kind of innovation and investment
in order to make this transition:
“Well, it is not so much the cooperatives we lobby for, but the energy transition. In our
view you need both the small players and the large players. Because you need everything
to get to 100% renewable energy.”- NVDE
From the side of the cooperatives the vision document of ODE Decentraal (Appendix 8),
national advocacy organization for cooperatives, mentions that in order to meet the transition
goals, local involvement is a requisite, which can be met by cooperatives. Their vision aims to
strengthen the position of the cooperative movement by 2025, both in national and policy level
and they strive for representation and support schemes, so that renewables can be deployed
through community initiatives.
“We need to involve citizens in the communities or else we are not going to get it done. If
you built it in the Sahara you don’t need community energy, but in the Netherlands, is
essential to keep social acceptance for the energy transition.” – ODE Decentraal

ii) Avoid controlling the value co-creation process, was repeatedly stressed by the interviewees,
as a prerequisite for a succesful process. They have the ambition to take matters into their own
hands and be the example for others in the country, even the world. Control rather than
autonomy, undermines the power of intrinsic motivations (Ryan & Deci, 2000) and may drive
communities out of the process.
“My personal point of view that is the bottom-up process. It’s not about companies
coming here to the island and you say I have good solution for heating, or I have a good
solution for electricity.-Texel Energie
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“Democracy is very important and I think it is also important that the structures aren’t
made solid. So what I said that there is space to do it on your own way and not the way
that is told to you.”-Deltawind
“If you would like to make improvements on this scale (talking about small scale), its
easier than to make improvements on a bigger scale. So you have more impact on the big
scale.”- Oosterbeek

iii) The potential of the value co-creation process is innovation as social and technological.
Technological innovation initiated by energy cooperatives, is a step-wise process, enhanced by
the networking activities of the energy project (van der Waal, van der Windt & van Oost, 2018).
The cooperative seek for synergies with local actors and assist them in realizing and executing
systemic functions and sustainability endeavors.
The potential for technological innovation is also found in the interviews with the
cooperatives. Specifically:
“So is a service and we are looking for some new possibilities to create our own
production, so solar fields or heated ground, or wave energy and so on and so on.{…}
Texel Energy is also involved in the solar fields for example and they are looking for
other possibilities for example and also other initiatives, with solar panels, they are
looking for supply when they want to buy the energy. And Texel energy is also doing that.
-Texel Energie
“Now we have a built a big park, its benefits become bigger and we start a new project.
Also have to do with sustainability, but we started a project electric parcel. When we
order a parcel it comes to here and all those buses drive through the streets. 6-7 buses in
the street because everyone orders his parcel. And we want to make that electric. So we
are having a project where this goes to be electric. We are in a project that is going to
make methane out of seaweed. So we use the methane as a source to warm our houses.
We want to build a winder bind that makes hydrogen. So these are the largest projects for
the future.” –Deltawind
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In the Oorstebeek initiative, there is the ambition to use the infrastructure of the highways
passing by the community, to build energy production units. Although the environmentalists
have to change the regulation and allow them to proceed:
“So the highroads, what we say now, we want this big infrastructure in our community is
the best place to produce energy. This is better than cutting woods, or cutting forests. So
what we want, we want the nature protection to end… So this is protecting by nature here
is the infrastructure, we want a corridor of 40 meters and on this corridor, we can built
windmills, we can make solar panels.”
These examples clearly demonstrate the ambition of the cooperatives and initiatives to reach
with synergies with local actors in order to create technological innovation.
Considering social innovation, as a vehicle for society to express their ideas, desires and
competencies (Segarra-Oña, et al, 2016). Social innovations can be realized through
organizations whose primary purpose is social development and can produce benefits to the
whole society, rather than only the organization. The cooperative structure, by connecting
shareholders, consumers, produces and other stakeholders, can lead to social innovation (Proka,
Hissemoller).
Social innovation was referred by the interviewees as a essential dimension for the process:
“…but I agree when we don’t have a social transition, is overseen by a lot of people. The
social aspect is the most important I think.”- Deltawind
“We are not inventing ways to improve our neighborhood. And sustainability is about
improved neighborhood, but is also about water management in a neighborhood, about
mobility, its about gardening. So its not only technical, there is also social, care for your
neighbors, that is also a way of sustainability. It’s a wide concept”- Oosterbeek
“This means is an accelerated change and this means that you need also a completely
different mindset how we deal with this. We can deal with it with the same mindset we
had 100 years ago, not as customers, not as a business, not as society. Because if we
move towards this change with the same mindset, it not going to help us. You see that
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social innovations need to be mobilized. The system is going to change and the same time
the physical level is going to be changes and investments as well”- Alliander
Nevertheless, the inability to define social innovation was also mentioned by some
stakeholders:
We don’t know how to model the social part of the energy transition. Sometimes people
you know say we are going to monitor it ourselves, but you can’t quantify it. Now we are
going to quantify money. So that is a very typical paradox, the social aspect. – ODE
“{…} but I always find it difficult to define social innovation, but you need people that
they have to be comfortable with the energy transition. It is a change in how they heat
their homes or how they cook or how they go from one place to another place.” - NVDE

Phase 3: Co-Elevation
Here, stakeholders actually initiate the value proposition, which is enhanced by active
communication between them and analyzing the impacts of the process.
i) This practice can be realized by, collaboration between cooperatives and energy companies.
Some will argue that the cooperatives are a direct competitor of energy companies and they
express different motivations, but in reality, energy trade requires a permit in the Netherlands
(Proka, Hisschemöller & Loorbach 2018) and for that reason it would make further sense for the
initiatives to collaborate with energy companies. Furthermore, energy companies engage with
many other collaborative activities with energy initiatives (Bakker, 2016). The types of
collaboration ranges from providing services to co-ownership.
An example from Netherlands is the energy company Greenchoice, which collaborates
with energy cooperatives (GreenChoice, 2019). Specifically, it is mentioned in their website that:
“At Greenchoice we dream that everyone in the Netherlands generates energy
themselves. You can do that by installing solar panels on your roof. Or by becoming a coowner of a windmill. Or by becoming a member of an energy cooperative in your area”
-Original in dutch (Appendix 4)
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They are currently collaborating with more than 100 cooperatives and they strive for a
sustainable decentralized renewable system (Appendix 1- Interview GreenChoice). In our
interview with the customer project manager of the company, is mentioned that:
“Greenchoice was the first sustainable option for Dutch households.”
They confirmed that they provide services to the cooperatives, from initial idea to
financing and administration, while at the same time co-own projects, like the “Zonnepark
Welschap” (Appendix 1- Interview Greenchoice); thus illustrating the variety of collaborative
practices energy companies can establish with cooperatives.
Collectively, the energy companies can act as an intermediary, collecting and sharing
knowledge to the cooperatives (Bakker, 2016). At the same time, they offer new services to the
customers which are now more action oriented, by participating in a cooperative. This way,
cooperatives have incentives to collaborate, as they will get resources that might be crucial for
the project. Nevertheless, the cooperative must be careful, because it might be accused by the
local people that it waters down their values, when collaborating with ‘big’ energy companies.
This can lead to value destruction, as the cooperative does not address the motivation of local
needs. We have to take in mind that Greenchoice is clearly an option which strives for
sustainability endeavors and supports the decentralized system, bringing them closer to the views
of the cooperatives.
Another example of collaboration is with the cooperative Deltawind and large industry
players. Specifically, what we found out after the interview with the director of the cooperative is
that:
“Yeah two of our wind parks we sell to one to Greenchoice one to van der Boom and the
third one that is our largest one, it opens next week, we sell to the industry, Philips,
AkzoNobel. So we sell it directly to the user.”

ii) This practice can be enhanced by the iterative character of the process and by continuous talks
and agreements between the stakeholders. A way to match people and ideas is the
KlimaatAkoord, which gathers stakeholders from 5 sections to reach an agreement about the
energy transition. The stakeholders are in Appendix 4, reflecting a wide variety of actors
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included in the process. About agility though, Mr. van Doorn from the Oosterbeek initiative
stressed that (considering the process of KlimaatAkoord):
“These are all the stakeholders and these are all the stakeholders inside the government.
And here you find the civil society, you find the local energy cooperations. Of course here
you find the Shells of this world, you find the airport, you find the harbors, the industry
you find, the small shop owners, and you find the home renters, the tenants. And this is
the process that it lasts for a lot of time.”
Also, considering the process of negotiations:
“It works very well. So we created deliberately stakeholder platforms and we negotiate
the climate agreement and this works very well for beginning organizations like us,
because if individual small organization lobby at the government, they don’t have the
power to get in between. But if you are equal at the table you can get your input,
especially when you are well-organized as we are in the Netherlands.” – ODE
Decentraal
“I think it is more like a fighting arena (commenting for the Klimaat Akoord). Because
there are many contradictory interests. So there is a lot fight going on between different
stakeholders, who trying to defend their position, their interest. It was collaborative
between some parties, but it was also very confronting between other parties. So it’s a
negotiation arena.” – Greenpeace

iii) Firstly, in order to share your enthusiasm, there has to be a successful process. This way,
cooperatives and their stakeholders, can feel a sense of justification and they will be eager to
share the positive outcomes of the process. Through positive outcomes and by the experience of
the participants, the co-creation process can become habitual bringing it closer to intrinsic nature
(Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018). Success, will bring enthusiasm and probably more
stakeholders will be eager to get involved in the process. At the moment there is no coordination
and is difficult to clarify and communicate the vision. As the project manager of Texel Energie
stated:
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“Also you can, lets say when you look at Texel, you can look to the approach of Texel,
but then you can also, when you talk about possibilities, so at the moment, when you
recognize that in Texel there is no coordination at all; so there are a lot of initiatives but
they don’t know from each other what they are doing.”
Hence, the need to attract actors from the outside context, exists simultaneously with the
need to attract actors in the local context of operation; as far as the local initiatives are
concerned. Specifically, when the initiative is open, participatory and local, it provides more
incentives to the local community it operates, to trust and appreciate the project (van der Schoor
& Scholtens, 2015). Also, if the financial benefits are satisfying, it might be an extra incentive
for attracting new members in the local context. As Ms. Sweep, the director of Deltawind stated,
answering the question about the benefits of the cooperative:
“Not so visible is that members give us money and they get interest. That is visible on
your bank account.”
In the outside context, it has to be professional, in order to attract and conduct business
with other actors. Mr. Rassa from Alliander, one of the grid operation companies in the
Netherlands, stated that:
“So you see a lot of differences, because cooperatives I would say there is a lot of
difference between professionalism of cooperatives. Some are more successful, some are
less successful.{…} I think one of the things that is missing is professionalism as I said.”
“{…} we do it a lot in the Netherlands, but they need to professionalize very fast. And this
can only be done by cooperation of the cooperatives.” – ODE Decentraal
Potential problems that might arise out of unprofessionalism are:
“For instance, you may build a solar park here and then you ask for a grid connection. It
comes a time when we really have to plant this and say we are going to hook you up and
we come and say what happened, where is your solar park? And they are like I didn’t get
my funding so I have to wait.” - Alliander
“It means that in terms of professionalization it can be improved. So there are a lot of
initiatives to improve it, that is well because everybody sees this. So there are a lot of
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initiatives to give them information, to help them, they have to find it and use it. I think
that is the main problem, also because some people in the cooperatives want to do it from
their own point of view and makes it harder for them to use lessons learned in other
cooperatives.” – NVDE

Phase 4: Co-Development
Lastly, the actual process of value co-creation is realized, which if not managed properly, can
lead to value co-destruction. For this reason, it is essential to support the diversity of the
ecosystem and avoid any egocentric decisions and actions.

i) Strengthening the vision by active communication requires, firstly the success of the
cooperative model and the appreciation by outside stakeholders. If they struggle to survive and
encounter daily challenges, then the vision might be lessened and be under questioning.
Certainly, after everything that was encountered, active communication can act as a catalyst in
the cooperation’s struggle to address their challenges.

ii) In the new business model, all the stakeholders have to find their positions. Considering
cooperatives, Mr, Rassa from Alliander, stated that:
“So its up to you in this transition what role you want to have or want to take. So its up to
the cooperatives, that they are not outplayed, that they are not left behind, they can
always can have a certain role, but is up to them. Because that is the nice part about
transition in a way that we are doing it now, is not being orchestrated in a way that there
is one a single entity tells everybody what to do. So it’s a transition that everybody, all
the tectonic plates sifting, so there are chances and opportunities, but there are also
dangers for everyone. So the cooperatives should understand this and should see how
they can live up to their role.”
Nevertheless, many of the owners and members of initiatives, find it difficult to consume
the energy they produce (Proka, Loorbach & Hisschemöller, 2018), due to choices they made or
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support schemes. Since they have to own a permit to trade energy, collaborations with energy
companies could bring the desirable outcomes. As it was mentioned, there are possibilities for
cooperatives to include energy companies into their business model, by firstly collaborate with
energy companies and sell the energy and excess capacity they produce (Bakker, 2016). An
example was that Deltawind, the wind cooperative, sells excess capacity to the industry like
AkzoNbel. As the director stated:
“And the first turbine was enough for 100 households that already told you and that how
we started. Finding 100 people is not a problem. 300 people also not a problem. 2500 is
also not a problem but we produce more than 100000 households. So it’s a business.”
Another potential disruptive business models is the one of EnergieVanOns, which is a
national cooperative in the north of Netherlands, which is the umbrella organization of three
cooperative organizations, which are further umbrella organizations of almost 100 smaller
cooperatives (EnergievanOns, 2019). Their mission to:
“Energie VanOns and the umbrella cooperatives assist local energy cooperatives in the
creation and sale of their green energy. Cooperatives affiliated with Energie VanOns sell
their energy to Energie Vanons, do not have to worry about the administrative hassle and
moreover receive a fixed amount per customer per year. They can invest that amount in
local plans. The cooperatives are the owners of Energie VanOns.”
-

Original in Dutch (Appendix 5)

The process can be illustrated in figure 1 in Appendix 5, where we encounter a cooperatives
‘inception’ where all the members are equally representative on different levels of the energy
system. This way information flows simultaneously bottom-up to top-down and vice versa.
Furthermore, small energy initiatives are part of an entity that represents them with national
parties and distribute the energy they produce. This could actually be a disruptive business model
and be reproduced by energy cooperatives. By being member of a national cooperative
organization, they can guarantee that energy produced flows back to the source for consumption
and representation is guaranteed.
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iii) For this final practice, we believe that is still in the future and the other practices that have
been mentioned have to be implemented first. If they align their values, if they succeed in their
endeavors by addressing their motivations and if new business models found practical, then they
can raise the ambition level and establish a sociotechnical transition. About what it needs to be
done considering the transition into a more sustainable energy system, from Greenchoice it was
mentioned that:
“A little less conversation, a little more action please. Support from the national
government and acceleration because we are no going fast enough!”
Summarizing, all the above results are presented in the table below (figure 5), as the
practices that can potentially realized at each stage of the co-creation process. Thus answering
the second sub-question, “How stakeholders co-create”. It is worth mentioning, that is not a
linear but an iterative process, where the stakeholders can enhance their position in each stage of
the process. The co-creation process is still forming and is on the first stages at the moment,
where stakeholders trying to understand and define its form and outcomes. Phase 1 and shared
values should be configured and define the outcomes of the process, in order to conceptualize the
model. Sustainability and collaboration is values that are being shared among every stakeholder
and it’s the foundations in which the co-creation should be based on. Also, it is vital to configure
a new business model, where every stakeholder and especially the community initiatives, own a
certain and clear position. The outcomes of the process can be identifies as technological and
social innovation, although were not clear measured by this research.
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Figure 5: The four phases and the practices that need to be configured.

4.3 Condtions

The value co-creation consists of a two-part model (Ketonen-Oksi & Valkokari, 2019). Firstly,
there has to exist a platform, a place where stakeholders can reach each other and discuss the
ways in which they can co-create innovation. The focus on platforms, is how they can facilitate
the value co-creation, based on the many stakeholder’s interests. Thus, makes the existence of a
platform, a condition into the successful implementation and representations of different
interests. Diversity of actors is also a condition to a successful co-creation process (Pera,
Occhiocupo & Clarke, 2016), as it can gather knowledge and resources from a variety of
stakeholders, which are inclined to participate and contribute to the process.

Platform
Considering the platform for co-creation firstly, there is clearly a distinction between local and
outside stakeholders. As a result, the need to create coordination in the local context exists,
simultaneously with outside coordination. The basic issue identified, was that at the moment,
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local initiatives have not gathered into a formal collaboration platform. From Texel Energie, it
was stated that coordination does not exist, not even in the local level:
“So at the moment, when you recognize that in Texel there is no coordination at all. So
there are a lot of initiatives but they don’t know from each other what they are doing
{…}. At the moment everybody is doing something and nobody is doing what the others
are doing.”
What is more, the interviewee from the Oosterbeek initiative adds to this problem:
“And what happens now, is that there are different cooperation here, here and there and
some overlapping and the cooperations now, they have to go together, they have to
organize themselves, to have one voice at the region level {…}. Now we have the
motivation to collaborate with the other communities and cooperations. And we did not,
because until now they do what they think and we do our own thing.”
If the coordination on the local level succeeds, then the local cooperative can seek
coordination with other cooperatives and national players, to exchange information and
knowledge.
“{..} but we are also talking with other islands, so that is also networking. We also
talking to other islands because there are situation on every island, every island is
different. That is also good in our let’s say role of coordination, that we also talk to other
islands. Maybe in the world. So we can share our information with them. And get their
information also, maybe we can learn from it.”- Texel Energie
“You can’t have all the knowledge in your local volunteer group, but you can have
knowledge on a national level and if you find the right people to come together and bind
them on a national level and coordinate them then you are a lot stronger. Cooperation
between cooperatives can improve a lot.”- ODE Decentraal
On the outside context, where identified platforms in the shape of knowledge and service
exchange associations, which are occupied with sustainability and green energy endeavors. For
instance, the responsible for public affairs of NVDE mentioned that their association is similar to
a platform, where stakeholders can express their ideas and considerations, towards reaching a
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collective goal. The fact that many other different organizations like Green Choice, ODE and
Alliander are members, reflects the notion.
Furthermore, as stated, ODE Decentraal, along with other organizations, created an entity
which incorporates services and knowledge which aim to assist in the deployment of the
community renewable initiatives. ‘Energie Samen’ or ‘Energy Together’ is the name of this
platform, where stakeholders can contribute and have access to a variety of services and
resources such as, representation of interests, project development, IT professionalization,
savings and information sharing (Energie Samen, 2019).

Diversity of actors
Diversity of actors that participate in the process is a prerequisite for value co-creation, and may
have implications for the outcomes of innovation. To demonstrate the chaotic plurality of
stakeholders that have an interest in the energy transition, the stakeholders that participate in the
negotiation for the climate agreement in the Netherlands is a clue (Appendix 4). The
‘KlimaatAkoord’ or ‘Climate and Energy Agreement’, gathers stakeholders from five sectors in
order to shape the energy and sustainability landscape of the country. The sectors are industry,
mobility/transportation, built environment (houses, offices and other buildings), electricity
production, agriculture and land use (Hofhuis, 2019). ODE Decentraal, NVDE and Greenpeace
stated that they are taking part in the negotiations:
“Its really a space of differences and we go talking and negotiating and stuff and it’s a
very slow process, but it’s a ground work when you want to speed up in the actual action.
You need to have a solid basis of agreements between all stakeholders. So if you
negotiate for two years, then you have a solid policy for the next twelve years.” – ODE
“In general it has been very good collaboration, some of the members, where also a
member of the environment table, so we spoke to them, so this is our point of view and we
can really help each other and overall we have a very constructive strategy, so we said
the things that want to be established, instead of be against something. We wanted to
achieve something and this is been very much appreciated.” – NVDE
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“Well, we have about 150 stakeholders in the KlimaatAkoord, six tables, about mobility,
electricity, infrastructure, industry. We are mainly acting in the industry table, lobbying
for CO2 for the big industries. So we want C02 emissions to be taxed; that was our main
goal of these negotiations.” – Greenpeace.
The main idea behind the process, is to bring together stakeholders from the government,
industry and civil society and through a bottom-up approach, shape the energy transition
(Hofhuis, 2019). Naturally, it might take some time to align such various interests. Nevertheless,
collaboration between different actors is seen as a catalyst from the interviewees:
“Its going so fast at the moment in this sector that you must have other stakeholders to
make the decision for the best option. So you have to work together.” Texel Energie
The basic notion though, was that there must not be a top-down structure, where the
platform commands local cooperatives on what they should do and do not. Specifically:
“I am part of the structuring in the Netherlands and what I am afraid of is that becomes a
new structure, and out of that structure there is told to a cooperative, you should do it in
our way, the way that we thing that you have to do it and I think those local cooperatives
have to play, they have to fail, they have to share. That is should happened over there.
And you should not say you should do it that way, or else it will fail. And that is a vision
not everybody shares with me”. - Deltawind
Also, from Alliander was stressed the need to incorporate ideas and views from every
stakeholder when trying to implement an idea, especially in the local context, where you have to
persuade local actors, about the benefits of the project. Specifically:
“A cooperative is by definition, by the ruling of the participants and a cooperatives
should always also, not only when their participants come with an agreement, but also
with other local actors. And that is the game play in the Netherlands, how you make sure
you harmonize, or you align all the local actors to come up with a decision which affects
everybody.”

Cooperative Structure
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The cooperative structure can act as a shield in the ambition to be local, but at the same
time professional, by formalizing the vision of the community and creating a formal entity to
represent them in the co-creation process. Most importantly, it seems that the cooperative
structure provides incentives for all the motivations to be realized. As Mr. van Doorn from the
Oosterbeek informal initiative, mentioned:
“The municipality for example gave a building space for the cooperation where they can
do their things. Which is very good, because in our community, we organize it at people’s
homes. But is very nice if you have a cooperation building. That was the municipality that
was said for the next 5 years you can use this building. And this is very good, because
you can do all kinds of activities. We could have a place where we can meet, our own
place. Because an own place gives identity and connection.”
“It is always hard for me, but advantages are, especially in the development of large
wind projects, we get a lot of social acceptance, you built a windmill by a company
comes from the outside of community and the community built the project itself. But also
the influence of the members, so sometimes people say the criticism of our questions and
everybody has a say in it. Some people see it as a difficulty, but I see it as strength. If you
have a lot of questions, you thinking about improving your products, so you are open for
criticism you can improve.” – ODE Decentraal
“The power of the cooperative is that they are very much a volunteer organization, but its
also its weakness. So people are very much engaged with their organization and they are
engaged with the neighborhood, it is very local and that also means that they don’t have
a lot of money, people do it from their hearts. It means that in terms of
professionalization it can be improved.”- NVDE
About the advantages of the cooperative structure, Mr Vanson from Greenchoice added
that “the structure is very useful for local projects” (Appendix 1- Interview Greenchoice). The
cooperative approach is the one that suits most of the initiatives, for the simultaneous focus on
environmental and social aspects (Proka, Loorbach & Hisschemöller, 2018), and the democratic
decision making and control (Frantzeskaki, Avelino & Loorbach, 2013). Hence, arguably the
structuring into a cooperative organization, can act as platform for the local community to
express their ideas and commitment to the projects. The cooperative structure can be a common
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ground between local stakeholders so they can co-create in their local context. Thus, makes it a
condition for a successful process, because it incorporates elements of the motivations we
encountered, such as community engagement, sustainability and professionalization.
Concluding from the conditions, the most vital ones for a successful co-creation process,
are diversity of stakeholders, a platform that supports their ambitions, in local and outside
context of operation, especially for local initiatives. The cooperative structure which incorporates
element of open membership and democratic decision making, can act as a platform for the local
community to gather and express their ideas, considerations and co-create. Furthermore, these
three conditions can potentially turn the extrinsic nature of the process into intrinsic, providing
this way high ambitions and motivations among the stakeholders. For instance, the platform, by
formalizing the space where co-creation takes place can create a sense of organizing and a
vehicle by which different actors can express their ideas and considerations. Also variety of
actors and inclusion can turn the motivations into intrinsic, as every stakeholder will feel they are
being represented and heard, increasing this way their involvement and interest. The same
applies to the cooperative structure with the open membership and democratic control.

5. Discussion
5.1 Theoretical Implications
This study examined how stakeholders of a shared ecosystem can potentially collaborate
effectively, by analyzing their motivations and how they influence the practices of the cocreation process. Motivations of stakeholders at the moment are aligned on sustainability and
collaboration and entail traits of both the extrinsic and intrinsic elements. The process of cocreation arguably is at the moment at the early phases of the procedure, while the cooperative
structure, a platform and diversity of actors were founded as the main conditions that enhance the
process and can turn motivations into intrinsic through time.
At the moment, motivations of stakeholders, including the cooperatives, are stemming
from motivations of extrinsic and intrinsic nature. Stakeholders want to perform activities as
investment in green energy and sustainability, collaboration and community engagement, but at
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the moment there is no sufficient coordination between the varieties of parties that participate.
This is related to the fact that still the decentralized model has to prove itself and stakeholders
wish them to be more professional in the future, in order to be more motivated to assist them. On
the other side though, local initiatives wish not to be imposed by other stakeholders and ask for a
loose control, where every community will decide for their own way of conducting their
activities. Thus, there are still extrinsic motivations between the stakeholders, which expect some
requirements in order to define and be fully engaged in the co-creation process; hence
proposition 1 holds.
Extrinsically motivated activities might not be by their nature interesting and create lower
levels of motivations among some participants, although people may be willing to perform them
when they observe people they are connected doing so (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Through the
iterative character of the co-creation, extrinsic motivations can be internalized to intrinsic,
because the positive outcomes and expectations could turn the process into becoming habitual
(Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018) and increase actors’ interests.
Intrinsic motivations can be found in the local level, where cooperatives are active, and
the ambition of communities to strengthen their context by community engagement. This social
practice, is performed with autonomy in control and decision making of the participants and by
acting as volunteers, we assume that they are active in the process out of pure enjoyment and
because it is inherently interesting; conditions for intrinsic motivations. The fact that their
stakeholders support this model, reflects their interest in the concept of bottom-up
implementation and a common ground were shared motivations can stand.
Nevertheless, the process is still in formation because of extrinsic motivations from
stakeholders, who wish to observe more positive outcomes and more professionalism, from the
side of initiatives, while stakeholders have yet not define the outcomes of the process. Answering
the research question, motivations of stakeholders are not completely aligned at the moment, as
every actor wish some requirement in order to be engaged in the process and for that reason, the
process is still in formation; thus unaligned motivations hinder the evolution of the process.
Since innovation is the outcome of the co-creation process, the energy initiatives can
facilitate technological (van der Waal, van der Windt & van Oost, 2018) and social innovation
(Segarra-Oña, et al, 2016), which is understood as a value created that affects society at large,
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instead of only private individuals or companies. More in depth, social innovations are created
by a cross-sectional collaboration between stakeholders, which align their views in order to
satisfy their ambitions (Segarra-Oña, et al, 2016). On the other hand, technological innovation, is
understood as the synergies which can be achieved, by connecting the energy project with
activities in the local context (van der Waal, van der Windt & van Oost, 2018). We assume in
this research, that the transition to a more sustainable energy system, includes aspects from both
technological and social dimensions and that based on literature and the encounters I had, the
initiatives hold the potential to create both types of innovation; in collaboration with their
stakeholders. This way hopefully, the outcomes of the process are operationalized and
stakeholders can focus on these dimensions.
Theoretical implications of this study, address the importance of collaboration, as the
quintessence by which energy stakeholders can create innovation and initiate the transition to a
more sustainable energy system. It is vital to incorporate ideas from every actor, if it is
beneficiary for the collective ecosystem. Furthermore, I provide analysis of motivations and how
they influence the co-creation, which is identified as an extrinsically motivated activity at the
moment, in line with (Findsrud, Tronvoll & Edvardsson, 2018), who state that the process is
mainly extrinsic. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, the repetition of the process and positive
outcomes, can turn progressively motivations into intrinsic, but this is something for the future,
as the process is still in formation.
Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke, (2016), studied how motivations of stakeholders affect the
co-creation process in a different context and ask for a research in a different context. In this case
the context is that of renewable energy initiatives, although, the categorization of motivations in
this study was performed between intrinsic and extrinsic motivations. In their study, considering
co-creation, the motives to engage in such process are reputation enhancement, experimentation,
and relationship motives (Pera, Occhiocupo & Clarke, 2016).
The categorization of motivations into intrinsic and extrinsic is important, because if you
manage to identify the two categories, you can focus on the intrinsic, which assumes higher
motivations levels and as a result more interest and contribution from the participants. It is also
possible to integrate extrinsic into the process, making it habitual and enjoyable by actors.
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Hopefully, my contribution is to surface these motivations and ambitions and make clear the
common and different interests of a variety of stakeholders.
Furthermore, I tested the framework for value co-creation which includes four distinct
phases (Ketonen-Oksi & Valkokari, 2019), contributing also to the co-creation literature. The
authors who propose the model, call for investigation of the practices in a different context, thus
I have also addressed this literature endeavor. The framework is essential, because it
operationalizes the co-creation process, which was before a mere resource integration practice. In
doing so, stakeholders can identify focal points in the process, thus enhancing it. Proka,
Hisschemöller & Loorbach (2018), argue that cooperatives and initiatives fall short on strategy,
and lack collaboration with others and ask for interventions that will assist in building this
capacity. The framework of co-creation can hopefully be treated as a strategic guide for
deliberate decisions between the stakeholders of the ecosystem, because it can be implemented
and understood by anyone. The framework includes the alignment of motivations, in order for
the process to be successful and to reach innovation; which is the final outcome.

5.2 Practical Implications

The shared vision of the co-creation process, should emphasize the stakeholders’ ambition of a
decentralized control, where the cooperatives have the room to experiment and try on new
business models and ideas. By networking and co-creating with other stakeholders, the
successful outcomes, can be reproduced across other initiatives. In this new decentralized system
is possible to create small laboratories of innovation through the community energy initiatives
(Tews, 2015). As it was mentioned, cooperatives have the potential to create both.
More specifically, social and technological are two dimensions that are intertwined and in
order for technological innovation to be realized, social innovation is a requisite (Bulut, Eren &
Halac, 2013). The cooperative structure, can lead to a social innovation, where stakeholders,
consumers and producers connect to create a value (Proka, Hisschemöller & Loorbach 2018). A
co-ownership model will have the more potential, to gain the local acceptance (Musall & Kuik,
2011), thus is also a condition for a successful implementation of the co-creation process,
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because it formalizes the vision of each distinct context and provide acceptance for the new
technologies. The cooperatives interviewed, represent more than 2000 members each, where
democratic decision making and control, provides incentives for the local community and
outsiders to express their considerations and ideas; demonstrating the previous notion.
For all the above reasons, community initiatives need to be involved in platforms in both
local and outside context, because of the needs and issues of both distinct contexts of operation.
This way they can include a diversity of actors in the process that can potentially integrate
resources and knowledge. Thus, proposition 2 is confirmed, but with the addition that as far as
the initiatives are concerned, there is the need to create platforms in local and outside context, in
order to engage as many as possible diverse actors.
The cooperative structure can be the platform for the local context to share ideas and
considerations and co-create, by volunteerism of the participants which assumes intrinsic
motivated behavior; thus can also act as a condition in transforming the nature of motivations
through time. At the same time, it provides more incentives to outside stakeholders to be
engaged with them, through the formal structuring and turn the process into intrinsic and
enjoyable through time. Furthermore, diversity of actors was stressed as a requisite for the
process, because of the many stakeholders that have an interest, but it might be difficult to align
such a huge variety of stakeholders’ interests, so it is not clear if it will turn the motivations into
intrinsic through time. Finally then, proposition 3 holds partially, with the cooperative structure
as a platform for the local community to be engaged with outside actors; connecting this way the
two contexts of operation.
The process analyzed in this research, illustrates the practices that hopefully can lead to
innovation. Nevertheless, the process seems to be at the first phases, although there are
possibilities to strengthen it, but this is dependent on how much room for experimentation will
the cooperatives receive, which can be translated as a need for an intrinstically motivated
procedure. As it was realized from stakeholders, in order to initiate the transition to a more
sustainable energy system, we will need every kind of assistance and the model of renewable
energy communities can contribute, by occupying a proportion in the total deployment of
renewable energy. Collaboration with outside parties will increase their chances of survival and
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progress. Furthermore, it has more implications and benefits for the local ecosystem, as
enhancement of regional economic activity (Šahović & da Silva, 2016).
Concluding, the iterative process of the co-creation combined with the conditions of the
cooperative structure and a platform, can turn the extrinsic motivated stakeholders into intrinsic
through time. Success and experience will bring enthusiasm and will further turn the character of
the process into a habitual and interest one. The outcomes of the process can be identified as
social and technological innovation. Technological innovation was present in the local level,
where synergies of local actors with the energy initiative can be found. Social innovation was
present in both local and outside context, were actors strive to transform the energy system and
their everyday lives.

5.3 Limitations and future research

The limitations of the research is first that the whole context of research was the country
of Netherlands. This context has specific constraints and configurations and it would be
interesting to analyze the model on a different country. Language was a limitation, as I was not
able to discover further documents in English and the translation using internet sources is not
always adequate to represent the real concept. Furthermore, the interviews were conducted with
a single individual, which although adequate, it cannot represent the clear image behind the
organization and its interests.
Another limitation, is the focus on the outside context of operation of the initiatives,
while the local context is also important in the configuration of the project and decision making.
Thus, for further research it would be important to include more local actors and if they are
inclined to participate in the process. It is also recognizable, the lack of further interviews, as
data that would assist in making the concepts more valid and especially interviews with actors
that might not find the decentralized model sufficient. Hence, another limitation is that
interviews were conducted with mostly stakeholders who are supporting the transition and the
role of energy initiatives. In addition, for anyone who wants to address the context of
Netherlands more in depth, it would be interesting to find further stakeholders of the ecosystem,
to secure reliability of the results and find more data on the co-creation process and the practices
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that can enhance it. Also, quantitative research could bring light to the operationalization of
motivations and how much the dimensions that were discovered, correlate with extrinsic and
intrinsic dimensions.
It would be also interesting for further research, if this model changes in urban areas, or
how it can be implemented in urban areas. Are the motivations the same? In addition, another
aspect that I found interesting for further research is if this model can bring incentives for deurbanization because of local developments that can establish. It would be also essential to study
the last part of the model, considering the outcomes of innovation. Specifically, can we identify
the outcomes, or how they are influenced by the co-creation process? Also, do extrinsic and
intrinsic motivations correlate with the outcomes of social and technological innovation? So
further studies that wish to continue from this research, they can study the variable that was
excluded, innovation, in order to have a clearer view of the whole conceptual model and provide
more incentives to the stakeholders to participate.
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Appendix 1- Interviews

Interview Deltawind (Monique Sweep)
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-
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So we start with some general questions about you company and I would like to know
how was the company created and some information about the background of the
emergence?
Yeah. This cooperation started nearly 30 years ago and in that time in Europe there was
knowledge about Chernobil and the club of Rome that said about taking care about our
own energy. And there was someone here in the neighborhood who sells little windmills
to farmers.
Like private?
Private as hes job. And he thought why we don’t buy some windmills for ourselves. And
he needed some people who can invest in it. And that was the start. Then he went to the
electricity company the one who had to take the electricity from the windmill. Firstly said
I want you to find 100 people who want to have this green energy. And that was the start
of the cooperation, we had to find 100 people who wanted to have the energy.
So for my first question Who was the initiator, we can say it was a private individual who
just had this idea.
Yeah and he needed some people to join him. And I think is really essential because that
was is the core business of the cooperation, to solve things together when you cant do it
alone.
So in a sense what you believe where the first motivations in the initiative. For example
you wanted to be self-sufficient considering energy?
Yes, self-sufficiency was the most important.
What is your personal position in the company?
I am director. We have, I have 9 colleagues we are with 10. There is a board. We have
2500 members and then you have the board of 5 people and they ask me the work to be
done.
I see, the structure is completely a cooperative? Which can anyone became a member?
Yes, when you leave here on the island.
So only people who leave on the island? So the windmills I saw across the island are not
yours?
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Yes and no. (getting up and showing on the map). So you come from Dinteloord
Yes I say many windmills there.
Here was our first windmill (showing on the map).. and 12 windmills over here. This was
our first park. So there are four windmills here. At the moment we have 15 on this
windpark over here. This is not the island but is between the province Zeeland and our
island, but together with the cooperative in zeeland we built this windmill.
So you collaborate with the initiative there?
We collaborate with the cooperative in zeeland because the cooperative there was too
small to do it on their own, so they asked us then years ago, we collaborate.
I see, my next question is have you noticed any visible benefits , as energy saving in the
island? Any visible benefits.
Not so visible is that members give us money and they get interest. That is visible on
your bank account. And what we have on profit we help people who have sustainable
plans and they need money to realize it. So we bought the first Solar panels here on the
island for the governmental building. And there are all kinds of things we do for other for
sustainability.
Not only considering energy matters when you talk about sustainability?
Yeah.
An example about it/
When a village wants to built a village home. Centralized village home, we paid for the
measurements to make it sustainable.
And all this payment comes from the benefits of the cooperative.
Yeah, so that’s what we did in the past and most of the visible thing are not very large,
but all kinds of small amounts in different places. Now we have a built a big park, its
benefits become bigger and we start a new project. Also have to do with sustainability,
but we started a project electric parcel. When we order a parcel it comes to here and all
those buses drive through the streets. 6-7 buses in the street because everyone orders his
parcel. And we want to make that electric. So we are having a project where this goes to
be electric. We are in a project that is going to make methane out of seaweed. So we use
the methane as a source to warm our houses. We want to built a winder bind that makes
hydrogen. So these are the largest projects for the future.
And for all these projects you want to address your local needs?
Yeah yeah yeah. Its local needs and local work. Also we get local parties to collaborate.
I see, I see. So how many members the company has in general?
Members 2500.
One comment about, I want your opinion basically about the advantages and
disadvantages of the cooperative structure? Considering your topic.
The advantages that you create, common sense about what is going to be needed and all
these 2500 people are allowed to talk and tell what to do and think with us about what we
have. So that makes it more easy I think, that one of the reasons that we don’t have
aggressive opposition against wind mills is because we are so grown, known on this
island. And nevertheless there are opponents who are very aggressive.
There is always some opposition.
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Yeah. What is the. I don’t really think of something that makes it lees wanted. And
sometimes is not easy, that I have to talk with my members about what I think is
necessary. And when they say so what? Go do something else. I have 2500 to convince
that is needed. And that can sometimes be a struggle. Otherwise that is what I like about
my job. When I cant convince and tell people to people what we are doing and can
convince them we are doing it the right way.
I see I got your point. So believe that is more appealing the cooperative structure to the
community of the island. Instead of one big company lets say come and establish its
offices here.
Yeah yeah
Have you encountered any changes in the organization through the years, in aspects like
motivations or structures?
No. we are still very small. We have very motivated people.
That’s enough eh/?
Yeah yeah.
I see. So are you both producing and consuming energy in the local context right?
No we are only producing. When you produce energy you have to find someone who
delivers on the market of households
You mean the grid operator?
Not the grid operator. I mean the sellers, eneco.. So we sell to them and they sell to the
thousands of households. And that is really a business you need to know how it works.
And we have always said we don’t want to do it ourselves. It was possible that we should
deliver to the island, but it must go through longer doors and we didn’t ask for it.
So whats the biggest struggle to do it yourself?
Find enough people who wants to buy your energy. And the first turbine was enough for
100 households, that already told you and that how we started. Finding 100 people is not
a problem. 300 people also not a problem. 2500 is also not a problem but we produce
more than 100000 households. So it’s a business.
So all this excess capacity. Are you selling to other areas of the country?
Yeah two of our wind parks we sell to one to greenchoice one to van der Broom(?) and
the third one that is our largest one, it opens next week, we sell to the industry, Philips,
AkzoNobel. So we sell it directly to the user.
I see I see. So in how many projects are you engaged at the moment?
Windprojects, 5 wind projects.
Around the island?
Around the island. And also 5 projects solar, seaweed. All the other things I told you.
And did you initiate a project that did not went well? Like you have to shut down the
project for example.
Nothing that we had to shut down. At the moment that the bank wants to finance the
project, the chance that it will success is very great. So the risky part before that, and is
the risky part because it can, if it doesn’t end in a project you lose your initiating
financing. We have had where we did research, about what the possibilities where, and
there are projects where we said we don’t manage to make a good business case.
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Based on financial?
Most of the time based on the financial.
So it was difficult to find initial financing?
Yeah, not only finding initial financing but also be sure of the income after it works.
I see that is the most basic. My next question is what value you believe you offer to the
customers as a result in the society in general?
I think that we take care of sustainability. And I am sure that not everyone agrees that is a
value. That is one of the things. But the other thing is that’s what some people oversee, is
that we manage to keep the money on the island. When Nuon comes here and builds a
wind park, the money goes to Sweden, to Vatenfall. When we built windmills on the
island, the profit turns back on the island. And that is what most people oversee. Even
island people don’t see it.
In my opinion it is so clear, that you are a local cooperative that addresses their people
and still is not so clear?
Yeah some people don’t understand what the essence is of the cooperative.
Do you also buy energy to satisfy customers needs?
We produce for more than 100000
Yeah you told me.
And we have 2500 households on the island. So we produce much more than we need.
We go to the second part of the interview, about the transition to a more sustainable
energy system which is the topic of my thesis and the first question is that do you believe
that renewable energy initiatives like yours have the potential to contribute to this energy
transition to a more sustainable system?
Yes I am sure and I am also sure that it wont be easy. We are one of the biggest in
Netherlands I think you know and there are 300-400 other initiatives and we have had the
opportunity 30 years ago and 30 years ago it wasn’t such a thing to built a windmill.
Everyone thought nice windmill, no problem and these days are over, so it is not so easy.
Other projects are not that profitable, solar projects are also nice for a community, but the
profits are not that much.
Based on the energy you generate you mean?
Yeah yeah, what you generate and what it costs is not so balanced. So I think the only
way that we can, the energy transition is only possible when lots of local people
contribute to the projects.
So my next question is more like a follow-up question, do you wish as an organization to
contribute in this transition?
Yes of course that is the reason of our existence.
I see, what are the benefits you wish to achieve, broadly speaking. Apart from selfsufficiency.
Yeah yeah. We want to take people, we know we have to make a more sustainable
society and its sometimes hard for people to see what they can do by themselves.
Sometimes they feel the governments makes us to do something, and what we want to do
is helping people to have things in their hands and contribute.
And have control?
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Yeah and have control one way ore another.
I see this is very important. And how are you contributing to this endeavor? To the
transition in general?
By initiating new ideas, by financing things that are not easy financed, by helping
initiatives with our knowledge and our money and by for example an IT. You also need
an IT infrastructure for these projects. We contribute with that, we built an IT platform to
use for isolating your home. So we help people find measurements for isolating their
homes. So there are a lot of things that we can do.
Alright and we will come back to this. So in my thesis I refer to this energy transition as
both social and technological innovation, that needs to be happen and social innovation,
that when its created it can affect society in general, instead of private individuals or
companies. So do you believe that this transition is also a social innovation, as I referred
to it?
I think you have a very good point. I agree with that. Some people look at it as if it’s a
technological thing, some people think is a financial thing, when we have enough money
we can tackle it, but I agree when we don’t have a social transition, is overseen by a lot of
people. The social aspect is the most important I think.
I agree with you and based on this, because the problem I have to do in my thesis, that all
these different initiatives that operate around the country and around the world, have
different motivations, everybody wants to address their local problems and needs, so
there is no coordination and a shared vision so that the sector can be enhanced. So the
question is what do you believe should be this shared vision about and where it should be
based on?
I don’t agree with you that is there is no coordination, because there are in the
Netherlands there are structures that helps all cooperatives and even in Europe. So there
are endeavors to structurize it, and what do you asking me is the shared vision. I think
and not everyone agrees with me, but what I think is that when people on the streets,
people on the cooperation have a feeling that they have influence on it and I mean that, I
am part of the structurizing in the Netherlands and what I am afraid of is that becomes a
new structure, and out of that structure there is told to a cooperative, you should do it in
our way, the way that we thing that you have to do it and I think those local cooperatives
have to play, they have to fail, they have to share. That is should happened over there.
And you should not say you should do it that way, or else it will fail. And that is a vision
not everybody shares with me.
I agree with you and basically this is addressing my next question, like these initiatives
getting started as a means to address the local needs, and when they wish to upscale and
contribute in this energy transition, they have to balance this trade-off, being local and
contributing to the transition. How this trade-off you think should be balanced?
(she laughs)
Your opinion.
It depends so much on the people who are in it. Sometimes, I think I am sure you agree
that transparency is very very important, how we do things, that’s very important.
Democracy is very important and I think its also important that the structures aren’t made
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solid. So what I said that there is space to do it on your own way and not the way that is
told to you.
Yeah because you mentioned before that is not the best that the national intermediary
says to the local initiative you have to do this and this.
And I don’t say that is the way they want to do it, but I think you touch the real problem
is the balance between being professional, because if we weren’t professional, we could
not built a big park like this. And listen to the people who are with you, who have doubts
and uncertainties, but those people, it can only been done when all these people realize
they have (says it in dutch, but cannot remember the word in english). When something
happening to you there are two choices. Oh what are they doing to me or you can say
how can I change it. And every person, also the cooperatives have to have the think, how
can I contribute to it and how can I change it. I think that is also important.
I see I see. So we are done also with the transition part. We move to the last part about
networks and co-creation and in my thesis I told you that It has to be based both on the
social and technological innovation and in order for this innovation to happen, I assume
in my thesis initiatives and their network, have to collectively co-create it between them,
meaning that they have to integrate their resources and knowledge in order for this
innovation to be realized. So the first question is are you engagement with other actors,
both from local and outside network?
Yeah
And in which fields of engagement is the follow-up question? Economic, transactional,
relational?
Locally we are the local government is important, we have the same goals, we also have
relationships with other enterprises, cause there are a lot of people who want to
contribute, who wants to exchange what helps. As I told we are the first, no, one of the
cooperatives, we work together with the cooperative in Zeeland, it wouldn’t have
happened that large park, we are part of a few national working parties.
Like OM?
OM, yes also but there is “Home” is one of them, “Oude”(?) is one of them, “Ecod”(?) is
one of them and we are part of all those organizations and they are working together on a
national level.
That’s is interesting. And what do you want to achieve from networking activities. Like
gain sufficient knowledge?
Two things. Exchange of knowledge is very important, but also by working together we
want to have a stronger position, we want to strengthen the position of the local
cooperatives in the energy transition. We want to help them to do it but we also want to
get a position in the national government and the national decisions and that is also
important.
Lobbying activities you mean?
Yeah and what we see is that local government tends to give some research money to
commercial parties, when we think we can do it as a local cooperative ourselves. And this
is the reason we want to strengthen and show we are capable of doing that.
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I see I see. So you are the most important important stakeholders for your company? Both
in local and national context?
I think what we said that the local government, the organizations on the island who has
also have to do with nature and conservation, the national parties I told you before, are
the most important stakeholders. I don’t have to, our cooperation doesn’t handle much
with national level.
Maybe some engagement with universities about some projects or research?
Yeah but that’s more base where we chose, we have a lot of students, who come and ask
us how this works. Its not that we have permanent links with one of the universities.
I see, I see. My next question is about Akzonobel and I was interested in how you
established this collaboration?
Yeah that’s is a special one. Because when we had to sell the energy from the large park,
we were thinking of another way than normal way. And that is because the park is not a
normal park. Is a park on very small dams, so is financial more complicated than a
normal park. So when we want to have a better contract for the energy, then we can get
one of Eneco, Uon and that parties. So we ask someone to help us to find industries. And
that’s how it happened, I think this party has connections with all kinds of industries and
help them to make their electricity green. So that is how it works.
I see, but is the factory of AkzoNobel located in the area?
No. Not at all.
I see that is interesting and in the local context who are your competitors and how is the
competition price related?
There is not so much competitors. What is important when you want to built a wind park
is that you need the ground. You need to have a contract for the ground, where it has to
be based. There are competitors. So, on the island we had the opportunity to be very
quick. To go to a farmer and say we think that is a windmill possible here, so can we
make a contract? We do it together? And on the large park I told you about is from the
national government. And there we had to make a contract before the large companies
who are competitors come. When you have the ground there is no competition.
So the companies you said there were interested about the ground, wanted also to
establish wind parks?
Yeah, yeah. That’s were the competition is.
My next is question is, basically you mentioned it, my question is are you collaboration
with other initiatives, you mentioned about the initiative in Zeeland and other other
collaboration with initiatives in different levels?
Yeah, we have a wind park together with 5 individuals who together have a PV. We
have, when I talked about seaweed. There are enterprises who parts of it. There is an
enterprise who deliver the seaweed, and there is an enterprise who delivers the
machinery. So in every project we need any kind of initiatives and sometimes is just
another enterprise, but sometimes is also a more social enterprise or something like that.
It depends on that kind of word you want put.
So you kind of answered about of organizations of national interest. More I want to know
is the contribution of these national organizations considering cooperatives like yours.
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What they do is, what we alo talked about, they give the cooperatives a position in
relation to national government and they help cooperations to expand and to do their
work, by delivering IT, by delivering working process, by helping them to find finance,
these kinds of things.
My next question is which power forces affect your business and how? Like political
organizational forces? For example regulations?
Yeah I am thinking. You know there are political differences parties, political parties,
who think that sustainability is not a hot item. So when they will have a large voice, is not
good for our business. Locally, you have sometimes who try to protest against the coming
of the windmills, is important that you take care of them, but we have to do isn’t affected
by how hard they cry or scream.
And where do you think this negative opinion is based on? About the windmills? Because
the take a large area for example?
No, not even that, the horizon. People, some people on this island leave for generations
and they know this island of space and view, that’s clear. I can imagine it can be very
hard that it changes and it changes in a way that you don’t like. So that’s the main reason
for the opposition, you are destroying the view and you affect our pleasure of life.
So is purely that?
That is the most. And then comes another part and there is than when we make contracts
with the owner of the ground, there is a price of it, we have to pay. And the people who
live nearby, say he earns so much, because of that thing, and there is nothing for us. We
look at it and there is nothing for us. We also give something for the surroundings, that’s
general in Netherlands. You give something to the surroundings because of the effect you
built windmills. But it is way less that what the ground owner gets. So there is always
jealousy about he gets something and we don’t.
I see, I see. I have an interview with the cooperative in Texel island and they told me that
is not legal to built windmills, on their island.
Not always.
Maybe in their context?
Yeah in their context, yeah.
So this is not affecting, you didn’t have to do something extra?
No, no.
I see. The grid operator is trying to assist in your endeavor, or you can relate to it as a
struggle?
No, the grid operator, we can do good cooperation with them. For the grid operator, what
is important is, it has to handle in the national laws and national laws sometimes says
things that doesn’t help endeavor. We cant blame the grid owner, because he has to
handle within the law. And sometimes is complicated, but not in a hard way. What is for
us a kind of party that is not easy to handle with, is the “Waterschaap” (?) and
waterschaap in the Netherlands we are below see level in the Netherlands, since
thousands years, we had the oldest government in the Netherlands, were the
Waterschapen, that were people you took care of the water, keeping the water out of the
land, for the dikes and that kinds of things. Everywhere in the Netherlands you have
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waterschapen and the wateschap that is here, in hollands delta, changes its rules every
few years. So when you come to them and you balance your wishes and needs, then they
say ok this is good and they cooperate with your idea. Two years later when the projects
continues and you meet again, they say ooh we said that two years ago, but now our rules
are changed. So you have to do a lot of investigation, you have to do so its waterscap
over here, is very fragile, very unstable partner.
So its also a political force which affect your business?
Yeah, right.
So my last two questions its about the problem of coordination I told you, you weren’t
agreed with that. But how should the sector be coordinated, in your position for the years
to come? What is still lacking, what should be done?
I think that is important we coordinate in on way or another, but the balance you were
talking about is very important. And I am not sure, what that means, it means perhaps,
when you organize a business or an enterprise you do it in a way everyone did it before.
You have a director and you have a management and you have people you do the work.
That’s the way how you organize an organization. And that’s good, but are you as a
director as management, are they aware of the freedom you have to give to the people
who have to do the work. And its another way of organizing. It needs new ways of
organizing, social transition, but it also needs transition of how to built an organization.
You think the cooperative structure is a positive aspect of this?
Absolutely, because you have one part of the decision. It doesn’t mean it always goes the
way you want.
Of course that’s life.
Yeah that’s life.
I think we are done. You answered all my questions.

Interview Alliander (Abo Rassa)
-

-

So we start we some general questions about Alliander and I remember from your
presentation how you made the distinction between four stages of the energy system and I
want you again for the sake of the interview to say how the system operates practically
and what is the position of Alliander in it?
Ok. So you have actually four different phases of how energy is being generated and
distributed to your house. First you have the generators where energy is really being
generated, it can be coal plant, wind pharm, it can be solar pharm, these are centralized
generation, in a sense that is not under your roof, so its somewhere centralized, so it has
to put on the grid. So there are transmission lines, these are voltage lines, like the
highways, all this energy is being transported. The reason why that is, is because is
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economically cheaper, scalable to have. That was the industrial age developed this
framework. So large coal plants, large power stations and then you have these
transmission lines all way to the cities. From the city it goes, transforms to the
distribution system, low voltages and comes into your home, buildings. So we operate
only the distribution network, only when it gets really enters the cities and the residential
and businesses.
So to get this right, you are not buying energy straight from the producers?
You buy the energy, we transport it. Transport is being done by high voltage, its called
transportation because is high voltage, higher distance and lower distance. We distribute,
which means that we only make sure that when its injected from one side it goes to the
other side.
I see. And with which producers are you in collaboration with? I mean from which
producers you take the energy?
All producers.
So you are not make distinctions?
No. So the infrastructure you can see its like a roundabout, it doesn’t matter from where
you get in and from where you leave out, so that is also energy is being plugged in,
production infrastructure from the one side, it goes to the other side. So we actually by
this way, we physically help suppliers and demand of energy to get connected physically.
As a broker kind of lets say?
Yeah its like infrastructure, you can produce energy on the roof of your house, if you
don’t use it yourself, you can also put it back to the grid and we make sure that someone
else takes it.
I saw in your website that as a company you reach towards sustainability and I wanted to
ask you how are you contributing, which activities consists of this sustainability
endeavor?
So you have different forms of sustainability. First of all is in your business itself, so
procurement process, so how do we the cables that we lay and the infrastructure, we try
to make sure that those assets or those cables are on a sustainable procurement. You
could say all the pieces in the parcel we use for transformers that they are certified for a
sustainable way of production, usage of resources, usage of raw materials. So we try to
do that as much as possible. Obviously the market in there it needs a lot of swifts. So its
up to us as a client to say we need to have a copper that is much more sustainable than the
previous one. Is being developed with sustainable energy or raw material and is being
sustainable distracted and developed, so that is sustainable to make that our assets are
been in a sustainable way procured, the resources that we buy. Secondly is that the way
we help our customers to swift from fossil fuel to solar panels.
What are the benefits you wish to achieve out of the sustainability endeavors as a
company.
I think we want to have our business as sustainable as possible, for instance we have a lot
of losses. When you inject electricity in one side of the grid, and distract it from the other
side there are a lot of losses, these are physical losses, because of the physical nature. We
have to procure these losses, because we still need to make sure everybody gets there
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energy, so there are a lot of losses. What we try to do is to make up for these losses and
we procure for instance sustainable energy, wind energy and we make sure is being
balanced again.
And these losses where are they based on? Because of the old grid for example/
No its physical loss, its called (?) because there is a lot of resistance from the cable and
you never get 100% transported from one point to the other. So if you inject 100 you get
75- 80, so there is a loss of 20. We need to make up for these, so we want to procure it as
green as possible. We need to procure additional 20 and we do it for instance from solar
parks. We try to, as much as possible, so our own system, our business is more
sustainable. But also on different levels, for instance as ia said we try to talk with
suppliers of our assets to make sure that they help us to achieve an asset that is circular
Circular economy?
Circular economy, is also sustainable. So we try to incorporate those sustainability goals
in our business.
Have you seen any visible benefits through the years, based on these sustainability
endeavors?
Yeah, yeah. I think from my own perspective, I can send you a report that shows how we
raise ourselves on sustainability objectives, also compared to other network operators.
But sustainability on a client side is a larger objective, an objective which is not only on
our control, in our span of control. So there you see that dutch as a society they have a lot
of talks about energy transition, but we see step by step that people put solar panels,
businesses trying to develop heating and cooling system that are much more sustainable.
Now we try to incorporate that and facilitate those changes, as well. Also to integrate the
renewables in to the grid as well.
Alright. My next question is what is your personal position in the company, business
development If I remember correctly?
I was on strategy.
But you don’t have to do with the sustainability per se?
No as corporate strategy we mainly involved in developing strategies for the organization
for the long term as a whole and sustainability is one of the pillars we have to think about
if we want to develop strategies for the entire group or entire business, so we have to
make sure that is also being developed from a sustainable perspective.
And I wanted your opinion personally or as a company, what value do you believe that
you offer to the customers and as a result in society in general?
Our value is that everybody gets their energy uninterrupted. So you see in Netherlands
everything works. However you don’t see, we have the infrastructure, the entire system,
you don’t see that because is below ground, still live goes on, people have cooling,
heating, people have light, you have electricity and gas on your business, you can run
your business. So having uninterrupted energy for living for work, for business is a
crucial part of society. That is our job, to make sure that this runs uninterrupted.
I remember from your presentation and correct me if I am wrong, that Alliander does not
cover the whole country of Netherlands?
No we cover only I would say 25%, by large.
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My question is does this create challenges for now or in the future?
I think not necessarily, but I think what happens is that we have every area has its own
operation system, like us grid operators. You could say from a strategic perspective in the
future, why every area should have its own operator? There are certain things that you
could merge, but there are also certain things you don’t want to merge. For instance how
this area like Nijmegen, wants to develop their own blueprint on how they want to be
efficient and sustainable. So there are things that you can merge, there are a lot of talks
and ideas about that, but there are also things that you really want to distribute as well, to
have it on a decentralized level, like decision making, especially in a time when we swift
from one system to another, we have to make sure that all these areas, all these cities
make the swift. The best way to do this, there are two ways. Or you come up with a topdown strategy, a master plan and everybody has to do it, or you say no we do it much
more gradually and we help them on the local level to take decision which they think is
necessary for their own context.
And you can relate to the other grid companies, as a competitor, or?
Its not 100% competitor, but is a competition going on.
Considering what aspects?
The competition is where the rate. Obviously that is the only thing that you can really
measure easily, compared to other aspects. So that is the KPI’s that being measured of
and this is being done by ACM. ACM is the watchdog, is the regulator and actually very
narrowly defined every period what the rate should be for a resintendial, for a grid
connection, for business and they come up with metrics, bigger house, smaller house.
And then they say, well, they develop KPI’s based on those KPI’s they measure and
actually compare, we called it the “yardstick” regulation. Which means that, they come
up with a yardstick, this is the norm that should be and then they look at every local
system operator, how they perform, relate to the yardstick, to what they think should be
the best practices in the business. And obviously you have differences between grid
operators and there is always question, is this difference because the context of that
certain operator, for instance Nijmegen is not the same Rotterdam, Amsterdam is not the
same as Eindhoven.
In which aspects if I may ask?
There are two aspects. Is the physical aspect, obviously, the way that cities are laid out,
the way that infrastructure is being built, of that particular area. That is a very important
aspect, because eventually is a physical business. On the other side, there are also things
that are very similar, for example how you run your business. That is something that
shouldn’t be much more different than different area has a certain, you could say best
practices, how you run administratively your business. So there are certain measures,
margins in which each grid operator can define or make sure that they do the best job for
their customers and within that very narrow margin is not a competition but is as I said
strict regulations, so we are being compared and obviously the idea is the one that does
better than the others will lead this yardstick forward. So they set the standard for the rest.
And there are like prize, for example for someone who is first in this yardstick?
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Yeah for instance they compare prices for the grid connection on residential basis, every
year. For your gas for instance, for heat etc. and then they compare it with average
residential in other area, with other grid operator, that’s one, but there is for instance
outages, how many minutes of outage gas or electricity, also one of the important KPI’s.
When it required for to make the connection, how long will take to connect this particular
customer? So according to the law we have to connect everybody in 18 weeks, so if its
for residential, it takes 18 weeks to make the connection. But for the past years we never
hitted that target, it was above 30 weeks. That’s the reality. And there is a reason why it
takes so long, because there is a huge red tape. Its bureaucracy, or it is because we don’t
have enough people around to really go and built this. So there is not only one reason we
don’t hit the target. One of the reasons is yes we do have a lack of skilled labor. There is
not much people graduate in this area and eventually work for Alliander and lay grids.
Not many people do it. If you can earn the same money, with the same background in a
different sector or industry, you would go do that. So one of the things is skilled labor,
secondly I would say there is a very complicated regulated bureaucracy, I would say how
we should organize it and thirdly I would say the point is that how you organize it and out
of many people that ask for a grid connection, is that some people are speculating. For
instance, you may build a solar park here and then you ask for a grid connection. It comes
a time when we really have to plant this and say we are going to hook you up and we
come and say what happened, where is your solar park? And they are like I didn’t get my
funding so I have to wait. Its always the chicken and egg stuff. But this is also one the
KPI’s, how quickly you connect people to the grid.
Now we go to the second part about my thesis and I wanted to ask you what is your
experience if any with local energy cooperatives?
There are a lot of cooperatives in the Netherlands, because the country has this typical
way of working together in cooperatives. We have a bank as a cooperative, Rabobank,
cooperative from farmers, so the blueprint of cooperatives and working in communities
in the Netherlands is a very common way of doing things. So we have contact with a lot
of cooperatives. So you see a cooperative, some of them are successful because they
manage to, because they have a lot of skilled people around and to deal with these
complex measures as energy transition, or how we want our neighborhood to go towards
sustainable energy, and there are some cooperatives where is a lot of ideology, people
really want their neighborhood to go towards sustainable energy usage, but they lack
skills, technical skills. So you see a lot of differences, because cooperatives I would say
there is a lot of difference between professionality of cooperatives. Some are more
successful, some are less successful. But there are a lot of energy cooperatives in the
Netherlands, more than 400 I would say.
And with how many cooperatives are you engaged at the moment? As Alliander.
Well, I think as Alliander, we are engaged with cooperatives which are in our area of
operations. So we are engaged with all the cooperatives and other initiatives, except
cooperatives, because there are other initiatives from farmers. So I think we are in close
discussion with those cooperatives and understand how can we facilitate them and as I
said some cooperatives are more savvy than the others.
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And what do you think is still lacking for the cooperatives? What needs to be done better
for in the future? What do you think is still missing?
I think one of the things that is missing is professionality as I said. Secondly, the problem
is with the grid, this is a typical way of the dutch deal with area development, regional
development. Who is in charge of the area?
The provinces you mean?
Lets say you want to develop an area, with houses, station and this building the student
dorm. Who is the final authority who is going to say we are going to do it this way or that
way? There is no final authority. There is always a corporation, the local authorities will
come with an idea, is a very democratic country, everyone has a say. Dorn owner has a
say, the house owner has a say, businesses have a say in it, NS has a say in it, you as an
inhabitant have a say in it, but also some other regulatory institutions have a say in it.
Eventually all together you have to find out how you do it and it is consensus more or
less, that’s how things are done here. So your neighborhood want to want towards a
sustainable neighborhood, you cant force your neighbor. It’s a small country, there is no
much space, people are in the same space, businesses, they all have to talk to each other.
So the same thing is with the cooperatives, you come up with a cooperative, but this
cooperative does not have the final authority to say how we are going to do this, because
eventually it affects your house, you are living in this neighborhood, but you are not part
of the cooperative. So you see the house there, the people living there, imagine 95% of
that building they get around and say we are going to start a cooperative and put solar
panels on the roof and then there are other inhabitants that really don’t want this. How
you do it? So a cooperative does not have any authority. A cooperative is by definition,
by the ruling of the participants and a cooperatives should always also, not only when
their participants come with an agreement, but also with other local actors. And that is the
game play in the Netherlands, how you make sure you harmonize or you align all the
local actors to come up with a decision which affects everybody.
But no one is satisfied, For me that is life.
So the question is are we going to do it this way, top-down, master plan because by
definition no-one can be satisfied.
But I believe in my opinion, that the cooperative structure provides the incentives for the
local community to appreciate what is being done there. Because of the democratic
decision making and everyone has a say. I don’t know your opinion about it?
No, no you said it very well. I think the idea, behind ownership is very important behind
this transition, taking ownership of your own. So we have people who think that
sustainability is important and we should not leave it up to the politicians and the Hague.
Because eventually the plans where they come up to, were probable lobbyied by some
other companies. Eventually may not be the same, aligned with your interest, the reason
why you wanted to have it sustainable. So taking ownership as a citizen, means for me
also to start become active, and that is why I like the thing of this year from Radboud, is
on personal level, what are you doing about it. So start to understand this is where I live,
this is my neighborhood and this is the neighborhood and be engaged and take ownership
with other citizens and if we start from this and then start really transforming and if we
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really want to have a sustainable way of working, we are going to find a way how to do
it, so we start taking ownership. From a business perspective, this is very interesting,
because every infrastructure on the long term will be more resilient, if there is a lot of
ownership. No one wants a bridge that nobody crosses. So who paid for a bridge that
nobody crosses? The only people that know they are going to cross the bridge , if they
take ownership, that is the best investment you could make, because you know this
investment is being utilized. So if want to have sustainability in a way that is going to be
utilized and is going to be sustainable in terms of long term usage and utility and is good
that is a lot of energy from you as a user, owner. No ones wants a top down plan from the
Hague that you don’t want to stick to it. Eventually that is how it is going to be a stranded
asset. An asset that everybody paid for, because of taxes or whatever, and nobody going
to use. Nobody wants that actually. Who wants to have a road when nobody drives on it. I
think that is the way we should do it. Being engaged as an owner as a citizen and make
sure that the idea behind ownership, really gets effectuated in stead of only having a plan
in the Hague and then we find out in ten years all the money that they invested are
actually crap, nobody is going to use it.
I see, that is very important what you said. My question is how the cooperatives affect
your business and the other way around, how you affect their business. If they affect your
business is the first question.
Yeah sure, they affect our business, that why we need to be engaged. Obviously they
affect our business in a way that is going to change our business. We perceive them as
allies. As stakeholders. Because they want to change most probably, they want to change
the way structure it or change it, is sometimes different or a different business to be
involved to understand how they can facilitate that. I think that is how we should get
engaged. To understand what are they up to and facilitate them to make the choices. Help
them with their choices to have sustainable or they want ot have I don’t know.
So you are in talks with them before the projects being initiated?
Yeah ,we are in contact, sometimes in very close contact because thinks really start to
happen, sometimes is early on the development stage, sometimes is on design phase, it
depends. Take an example in China, they built towns that nobody wants to live. So we
could say in Netherlands, well you know what we are going to do energy transition, and
we are going to do it this way and we are going to do it and we invest in it and in 10 years
we find out that not even interesting for many people. So or we do it in a way that is
gonna higher the taxes and everybody is going to complain about it. So I think is
important that you make sure that the citizens are really involved in this process.
Other organizations you are engaged with at national level like OM or Energy van Ons?
I think yeah if you look in our webpage there is huge list of stakeholders which we are
engaged with.
Alright. I think I mentioned about social innovation as a process that need to be realized.
And do you believe that you contribute to social innovation as company and how? Or if
you wish to contribute to this?
Yeah we contributed, but there is a certain limit. To a certain limit we were contributing
but eventually we are a facilitator, we are not a, lets say we don’t go there and tell people
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what to do. We don’t have any business interest. We facilitate if any cooperative wants
any information for the decision making, they can get it from us, if they want technical
information, they can get it from us. But we don’t go there and help them proactively to
develop the cooperative, that is not our business, that is not our job. So we only stick to
our business and whenever things really have influence on our business we help people
by giving information, by making it transparent, but that’s it. I think that is the reasonable
way to do so.
My question was based on the smart grid basically. I perceive it as a social innovation
and I would like a comment from you about the smart grid. What are the possibilities?
There are a lot of possibilities about smart grid. The point is that smart grid eventually the
benefit is on the customer side. So having a grid that is smart, there in no benefit unless
the customer use it smartly I would say, or helps the customer lower their bills or to
understand the energy usage and with that information make the choices and changes that
they want, rather is a lower bill or to see how they can go towards more greener or
sustainable. That’s it and no more than that. We cant change it for people. Is the same as
I said, facilitate it and in this case it means we have a lot of data due to smart grid, with
that data we can help the customers to make a better choice, but also at the same time
when you have a smart grid you can utilize it smartly. For instance we can see once we
have a lot of data that wait a second, we see because of the measures that this transformer
need to be maintained or updated earlier that the other one. Ah we see here some
particular development that this transformer, the way that is used daily is going to be out
of business quicker than we thought. So we can be much more effective and efficient in
our own business. So it has some very interesting business benefits, also societal benefits.
There is always this question from societal perspective, what are we supposed to do with
a smarter grid. Nobody knew what to do with an iphone, nobody knew that to do with
their smartphone, but once we start working with it, define ways to help ourselves, I think
that is the engagement we need, to get people to know these kinds of engagements to find
new ways of utilizing the system much more effective and efficient.
Alright. So you are not engaged at the moment with some smart grid investments?
No. What we have done is that we have already decided in the Netherlands we want to
have smart meters, so I think in a year will be probably completed. So we have in the
Netherldands 700 houses and businesses with smart meters and now in a year or two
years max. And that means that only having smart meters it doesn’t mean you have smart
grid. So then it means, as I said with the smartphone, we need to start working,
understanding and finding ways of how it helps us. And this goes to us as a business but
also as customers. Having the gadget doesn’t mean you know how to deal with it.
You need the education.
Exactly. To find out business models, people need to find ways of how it helps them. So
this is the next phase I would say and then social innovation becomes more important
than interesting.
So Qirion is not the business unit responsible for that?
It is. Qirion is one of our business units. They also developing a roll out of smart grids.
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And my last question is if hypothetically the transition occurred, what is there for
Alliander. The follow-up question is what is your vision for the future?
What do you mean business or what?
For Alliander and about the energy system in general.
Ok. I think my vision is that there is not only one time that we say, we have now an
energy transition and we switch and now we have it differently. So in the next decades,
more maybe, you will see that the way that we generate and use energy for living, for
business, for travelling or mobility is going to change. Is going to change completely.
And is going to accelerate change and in the past 100 years it was a business that didn’t
change and in the next 10 years we make changes more than this business did in 100
years. And it means that every year that passes, will change more than it did in 100 years.
This means is an accelerated change and this means that you need also a completely
different mindset how we deal with this. We can deal with it with the same mindset we
had 100 years ago, not as customers, not as a business, not as society. Because if we
move towards this change with the same mindset, it not going to help us. You see that
social innovations need to be mobilized. The system is going to change and the same time
the physical level is going to be changes and investments as well. So this is a very
industry to be in. Not only energy I think but banking as well because of the new
technologies. Technology will help the energy system as well to completely change and
go from one of the most polluting system to, hopefully, a more sustainable and resilient
system. But this is going to happen in the next 10-15 years, definitely.
And do you think that cooperatives or local communities as generators have a position in
this?>
Yeah sure. Whenever that there is transition, it means that things are actually become
more flexible. So its up to you in this transition what role you want to have or want to
take. So its up to the cooperatives, that they are not outplayed, that they are not left
behind, they can always can have a certain role, but is up to them. Because that is the nice
part about transition in a way that we are doing it now, is not being orchestrated in a way
that there is one a single entity tells everybody what to do. So it’s a transition that
everybody, all the tectonic plates sifting, so there are chances and opportunities, but there
are also dangers for everyone. So the cooperatives should understand this and should see
how they can live up to their role.
I think we are done.

Interview Oosterbeek initiative (Leen van Doorn)
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So we start and I would like to start with some personal information from you and your
experience with the energy system and energy cooperatives
Ok, ok. I am professionally information technology, an IT man, but I worked 10 years in
the IT domain I make the switch to the energy domain. I went to study business
administration and I finished b.a. and during my professional career I stayed with an
energy company, because of my business administration background I could work in
many domains. So I have a very broad interest in everything that happens within
companies. And I am also indistinctly motivated for making a better world, so when the
energy company made a move towards renewable energy I had the possibility to join
them and work in the domain of renewable energy, the division of this company.
Alliander is that company?
Yes the predecessor of Alliander which was Nuon. Before 2007 there was the same
company and after they had to split, so the network became Alliander and Nuon became
the production and sales. And network and distribution was Alliander. So when it was
split I went to Alliander, and then I didn’t have to do much with renewable energy but I
worked on the innovation sector. So this is my background. And at that time maybe 10
years ago, energy cooperatives started. I don’t know exactly why they started, but I have
seen them coming. The first one, I joined the first one, which was a cooperation for wind,
wind parks, wind mills. Its called the Windvogel. They started in the green heart of
Holland, in the west, they are not in Zeeland, there are in the west of Netherlands and
they had several windmills. I know people who started the Windvogel and they started 25
years ago or so. So this was one of the first ones in the Netherlands. They started with a
big windmill, 80 kW, that was a big windmill at that time, now is a very small one and
they were idealists who wanted to make the world better and show people that it was
possible, because the big companies like Nuon they were not interested.
In green energy lets say?
No, I should say it differently and this should be interesting for your study. My view on
businesses is that, many people think that businesses or organizations isare a person. But
businesses is not a person. Businesses..
It’s the society
It’s the society itself. So the business has no will, no goal, but is the addition of all the
personal goals of managers, of employees and the addition of everything. That’s my view
on companies. So on Nuon there were some people working on renewable energy. They
started I think already 1986. But they were not accepted by the rest of the company. It
always remained in the side of the company.
The black sheep
They were a bit the black sheep yeah of the company. And I think because they were the
black sheep, they couldn’t do what they really wanted. And as a reaction to that, that in
the big companies they didn’t do what they wanted, although in the company there are a
lot of black sheep, the cooperation’s were founded as a reaction to this: "Those big
companies have enough money, but they don’t do anything, so we will do it ourselves".
So this was the main motivation of the founders of Windvogel. So this tells something
about the motivation of the cooperation’s, in that time. And also about the motivation of
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companies, because they are also stakeholders, cause the addition of all the motivations
of individuals. So then, I became member of the Windvogel, I invested, because it was
the cooperation, you could invest money in it.
As a member.
As a member yes. And then 10 years ago, I became member of a local cooperative here
on Arnhem. And the Windvogel its nice, but is in the west of the country and they have
some windmills and I could see the windmills, but once per year, to go to the annual
meeting. When you are in the cooperation you got contact, you got a letter. But at that
time, I wanted to join the local cooperation. And that also what came that time, for my it
was also I think involved also by where I was working, I was working at Alliander and if
you want to redesign the energy system, you got two extremes. The big extreme, the
centralized approach and decentralized approach. Well some people had plans to 25000
windmills on the North sea, which is enough for 60 million houses, in Norway, in Britain,
the Netherlands. That is the centralized system, you make islands in the North sea, that is
the dream of the engineers, that is the big windmills. That is the one extreme. The
decentralized approach what I experience now and also within the distribution company
and some people developed, is everything should have it locally. Solar, wind, bioenergy.
So why don’t we do this as a town, or as a little neighborhood or district in our town, why
should we not think of as a neighborhood having our own energy system. So that are the
two extremes. And I developed sympathy for the decentralized system. I think that was
one of my motivations to join the cooperation the local cooperation.
So you agree that there is a motivation to be local, to address local community and at the
same time the economy is being enhanced, right?
Yeah, maybe I think there is a thing behind it, which I share with many other people and
that is, I don’t feel connected to the very big organizations. I am connected with
companies I know, with people I see. This is part of the motivation, I think a vibrant
community, has value for people. And this is the reason we founded our own energy
initiative in Oosterbeek where I live. I thought that the cooperation in Arnhem, I find that
is too far away. So we made an energy initiative, not a cooperation, but just an informal
initiative with some neighbors, because we said with some neighbors, we like to finish
the gas consumption, we would to have our neighborhood, “van het gas los”. And this is
very important for the research. Los is lose. So how to lose the gas. We talked about it
with some neighbors and form an initiative. That was the idea and now we do other
things as well. We exist for one year now. We do other things, also in green and water
and social. We studied a little bit on shared mobility, sustainable mobility. And what I
want to say here is that we discussed this should be the optimal size for our initiative,
because you see the houses and you see the streets and our town has 11000 people and
we thought that was two big. So the town is divided in southern part and northern part so
we have 4000 people and we found that too big, still. So we looked at the map and now
we have 500-600 houses. And that is what we found in our conversations, the optimal
scale. There was a big division on houses, because we have rental houses, big houses,
apartments, terrace houses. So we thought we have families with children, we have other
people, it’s a mixed environment. And the motivation, I think this is for you, the main
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motivation to look at this and I think is kind of human feeling, I think the motivation
behind this, if you would like to make improvements on this scale, its easier than to make
improvements on a bigger scale. So you have more impact than on the big scale. That is
one of the motivations I think.
I see. You said that you started as an informal initiative, right?
It's still like this.
Does this have any complications with other stakeholders, in the sense that they don’t
take you seriously, as not a formal organization.
Oh that is a good question. Because practical, if you want to get money from a fund, they
don’t give this as because we are an informal organization. So you need to be a
foundation or association to have a bank account. We don’t have a bank account. I have
informed with some banks, but we cannot make a bank account.
So why not start a cooperative? What are the struggles?
The good thing about informal, is that is informal, that we don’t, we do have meetings,
but in formal association, you have to make an annual report, you have to publish it, for
the members etc. And until now our motivations are to improve the social and sustainable
aspects of our neighborhood. So if you don’t have the formal things, you can put your
energy in other activities.
I see. But with regulators or other stakeholders, what are the implications, staying
informal?
I think they take you seriously, but they cannot do business with you.
Is that not a problem?
Until now we don’t have problems with that, because our activities did not include formal
relations. If we have some cost, we can have some money from the municipality, which is
only 100-200 euros or so. So we don’t do any investments at this time. So that is the start,
and I think it will have to change, but at this time I am happy, we feel happy with this.
For example if we could say, on behalf of the inhabitants we will order solar panels for
20 houses, that is a different situation. Now it is about talking, about informing people,
about organizing social events. These are the things that we do until now.
Only on the local, you said you organized events based on the local.
Yes in the local environment. Even one of our groups asked not to make so much
publicity, because they were afraid too many people will come. But the small scale, is
really the value of this initiative. And in this way that this works, Oosterbeek is part of
the municipality of Renkum and all together we have six villages in the gemeente
Renkum, and I think there are another 6 initiatives like ours. So not only one. There are
more like these initiatives. But there are all informal, as far as I know, until now.
But are there collaborations between these initiatives at the local level? Like exchange
information?
Yeah, organically.
You mean?
Organically means if it comes its ok, if it doesn’t it's ok as well. So if there is a reason to
collaborate, until now there is not a feeling that we should work together. That feeling is
not there until now. And that is also, because there is not a big goal, there is not a shared
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vision. We are not inventing ways to improve our neighborhood. And sustainability is
about improved neighborhood, but is also about water management in a neighborhood,
about mobility, its about gardening. So its not only technical, there is also social, care for
your neighbors, that is also a way of sustainability. It’s a wide concept to express this as a
(starts writing on the paper)
Duurzame what does it mean?
Duurzaam is sustainable. Our initiative, our goal is Duurzaamheid and Leefbaarheid van
de wijk: Sustainable and livable neighborhood. So it’s a wider concept than only energy.
My motivation is also in this and shared by others, to use the power of the people. So this
is also a motivation for me, that people flourish and such a cooperation or an initiative
it’s a vehicle to let people flourish. Maybe it’s a big word, but I totally mean it and I have
seen it in practice. So for example we have a website, it may be not perfect, its made by a
teacher for web design, and he is living 60 meters from my house and didn’t know his
competencies. So this is also kind of social innovation, because it would lead to other
things.
I totally agree with you and I would like you to elaborate on the possibilities to make the
transition to this more sustainable decentralized energy system.
What you see now in the Netherlands is that… Do you know what's happening on the
Netherlands on sustainability, Klimaatakkoord?
All I learned is that there is ambition to do something, but no one does something really.
Is that right? I mean the government has not shown a lot of interest on that.
For me is very clear. You should be modest to say life its to complicated to make
decisions and say you know what is best for 17 million people. So if I am a prime
minister, should I tell to 16 million people where to go? It's impossible. It's complicated.
How should I balance the interest of Shell, with the interest of people? What are the
interests of the local shopkeeper? Who is the most important?
You have to find the balance you mean?
So what he says is I want a social process in this country, I want all the people to work
together, on energy and cultural issues, and together we make a vision. That’s his vision.
Now I got it.
And I see and I like this, although you could find all kind of objections, but I like it and if
I translate this vision of the prime minister to the vision of my local governance in my
own village, the wethouder (elder man) says, I can't make sustainability policy without
you, ok. And then I see the prime minister, on the local level in which the locals use the
power and knowledge to think with the government sustainability of our own town.
I got you now, but I would expected a more, let's say to be the example from the prime
minister, the role model of this endeavor. For example you are the prime minister, call
every stakeholder who is related to this field and then let's have a conversation and see
which are the possibilities, together. Not just say you have to do it alone and create a
vision. At least that’s my opinion.
Yeah, but that happens. I will tell you. I will show you something (goes on his laptop).
Sometimes I do lectures on energy systems so I have a lot of… This is monocentric
governance. A government that is placed on one center.
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China is the example right? Alright, alright.
You think how the world likes in 50 or 60, 100 years. And then we go for it. The whole
country. Punchboom.
Punchboom?
BAM. Then you go for it. This is China , is monocentric governance. This is the Dutch
governance (still shows on the laptop), is a polycentric governance, it moves, it’s a float
of birds, it moves and if few persons move here, it has impact on the rest. That is the
polycentric governance. This is the organization charts. The government, let's say the
prime minister says I want a climate policy. So what do you do with climate policy, you
make organization. You say we have to study it, so we have several topics, a lot of
people, we have a lot of organizations and they have sub-organizations and there are
maybe few people here and together they make the climate policy.
So these are all the stakeholders?
These are all the stakeholders and these are all the stakeholders inside the government.
And here you find the civil society, you find the local energy cooperations. Of course
here you find the Shells of this world, you find the airport, you find the harbors, the
industry you find, the small shop owners, you find the home renters, the tenants. And this
is the process that it lasts for a lot of time. This takes at least 2 years time, they worked on
it beginning last year, so now is 1,5 years further and is only a concept.
So this is like a platform where everybody. Because is very interesting for my thesis, is
formal platform that everybody engages with each other?
Yeah.
What is the name of the platform? Is there a specific name?
Yeah of course.
Is it possible to sent me this picture after the interview? Is very interesting.
Yeah of course I can. But I will maybe find because its difficult to translate, its in dutch.
That’s the easiest part I think.
Maybe I can find some description in English.
I don’t want to get you in so much trouble, I can do the translation.
Is not trouble at all. I will send you some information about it. But the description, you
better see, because without the explanation it would be difficult to
Yes its true.
So because it’s a different way. A typical dutch way.
In what sense?
That everybody have a say in it.
Yeah people told me about that.
So this is the typical dutch. Everybody has a say. It doesn’t mean you get what you want,
but you have a say in it.
That’s democracy right?
Yeah but there is a difference. I think that in many other cultures there is a difference
between power and other power hierarchy than in the Netherlands. And when we talk
about Netherlands, we talk about the northern Europe. We have the same model there. So
the Punchboom, doesn’t happen in the Netherlands, we don’t do punchboom. We talk,
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talk, until we agree. And finally when we agree we say its fine. Because if I see in this
deal, environmental organizations left the constellation, for environmental reasons, and
they left the process. So everybody was shocked, because they left the process. Of course
they came back 2 months later, because they said like
It was a statement.
Yes it was a statement and this process can go on for many years. For example we talked
about retirement and now finally you have the pensioenakkoord. It seems, it’s almost
there. Only members of one trade union have to agree, if they agree, we have a
pensioenakoord. But money for people who are retiring ….
I see, I got your point. But in my perception everything seems to be working in this
country, in my perception. Well I come from Greece and not many things going there.
But nobody is really in charge of the important thing. Together we are in charge. So
maybe this is, back to the energy system, my community consists of 6 villages. 3 with
12000, 500, 3000, 4000 (drawing on a paper the villages he talks about). Last night we
had a meeting about the local climate agreement. So we are working now on a local
climate agreement for this community. And we do it in the same way. So we have a
meeting and we talk about solar parks and windmills. We have civilians, we have
environmentalits on board, other people.
But everyone is based on the local context.
On the local yeah. And this will go on.
For 10 years (laughing)
(laughs) not 10 years. So the environmental people say, this whole area, we have a
beautiful environment here, woods etc, we find it beautiful and all kinds of regulations
and for windmills there is complex.
Like it's not allowed to built?
It's not allowed. So we have to change the regulations. No way, it’s the response. No
way.
Response of who?
Of the local environmental people. The local environmental society. So this guy comes
from this village and says, that’s interesting I think, he said I want in my village
windmill. We pay it ourselves and we make an energy initiative and this windmill is
enough, and everyone will have their own energy. And you environmentalist, you have to
change the regulations, such as in this place I can built my windmill and I will find
signatures of all my villagers, all my people, that we all together agree to make a
windmill. And we want you to be flexible in the regulation. This is the process, how it
goes.
And what was the response of the regulators?
The environmentalists.
Yeah, yeah the environmentalists.
They have to start thinking about it. So this is one thing. Another think is the highway,
A12, it’s a highway to our community and this is A50, two highways (drawing on the
paper). So this is big infrastructure on the community and here we have is a railway and
this is highway. The restrict areas goes up until the highway.
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Inside this area.
That’s Nature 2000 regulation. This is also European regulation you have it everywhere.
So the highroads, what we say now, we want this big infrastructure in our community is
the best place to produce energy. This is better than cutting woods, or cutting forests. So
what we want, we want the nature protection to end here… So this is protecting by nature
(shows on paper) here is the infrastructure, we want a corridor of 40 meters and on this
corridor, we can built windmills, we can make solar panels. But then the regulation has to
be changed. There are many citizens who don’t want the regulation to change, they say
then we have to change everything. So this is the game.
So your ambition is to built windmills on this
Yeah in our community we need 12 windmills or 100 hectares solar panels to generate
enough energy for our community.
I have a question based on this. Do you think that if you had more formal structure and
collaborate as a, let's say as a cooperative between all of you, should have more and
better outcomes?
I don’t know because,
Sorry to interrupt you, as I got it is that you don’t communicate with each other, you
don’t have an agreement.
No we start to communicate.
Now.
Yes we started to communicate. The formal aspect, I can illustrate it in this part, its now
we think that in September we have 4 windmills in Arnhem and if you look at the website
of Windpark Koningspleij you will find some illustrations, but in September we will
have proof from the government that we can built four windmills. It has lasted 8 years.
A long time.
But is this the best way, 8 years?
It's better than nothing right?
In other places, where people work together, because if one citizen is against, they can go
to the judge and they can have a whole legal process started. And then you have step 1,
step 2, step 3, step 4. If you work together, the windpark in Nijmegen, there are 4
windmills in Nijmegen. You know that in Lent?
Yeah I have seen them.
They were very fast, because there was no objection, because they were together with
everybody. So we prefer to have the local environment participated. And this is also what
was agreed here, this was the country’s climate agreement. But they agreed here, because
it’s a concept, it's not yet finalized, the agreement, piece of paperwork. It says if you
make the local energy production, participation should be minimal 50%.
Of the citizens, for this occasion?
Yes, as local actors. So what happens now, a project developer, drives around sees on the
map and drives around the country, he sees a nice area for windmills and think well the
chances are good to build here, and he goes to the farmer and says I offer you 30000
euros if I am allowed to build here. And the farmer says "great, come here". And the
process goes further and then everybody is against and you have war within the
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community. The farmer gets a lot of money and the citizens who live in the area, see the
windmill, not far away.
And they get nothing.
And they get nothing. This is the process now. This is how it goes and this is what we,
what many people want to avoid. This is an important motivation, because the windmills
are so big. One windmill costs 2-3 million euros, to build it. Which means only big
parties can afford. So this is not what do you want. We want, I want, that’s the local
production of windmills and solar parks, that it become property of the community. Not
only financial, but also mentally. Like this guy says last night, I want to build my own
windmill for my own village. So not for the whole community, but for his village. So he
is maybe 1000 people, maybe less. And he said I can get the money for this and make it
for my own village. So this a very strong motivation, not being dependent on the big
energy companies because we have our own energy.
Its still the motivation to stay local and address the local problems.
And probably also because he likes to have social relations. There are always people who
like to organize, they have the power to organize. Not the power, but they have the reach
to organize. This is one of the guys. So this is one of the motivations as well.
I have a question considering the platform you mentioned. Do you think this should be
split into national and local level? Should it be a platform for this context (showing their
community on the paper) and a platform including national players?
Yeah so this is what they did. What they decided here is that they said, so these are more
or less countrywide organizations. So the local organization was here but only the sector
organization. They said here, we make the goals for the country, that we want to save
55% of electricity compared to 1990-2000, so they have written down the goals. No,
wait, different. Government has said organizing process and these are the goals. These
are the outcomes. So the government has set the goals and the ways that is works, has to
be organized here and they said these are the goals and they have to be realized in 30
areas across the country. So they divided the country in 30 areas. And the areas together,
this is a process that is starting now and the areas have to reach the goals. And these are
high goals. So we are part, the gemeente, the community, this part of a bigger region, and
here we have Arnhem (drawing on the paper), here we have Nijmegen, here we have
Renkum, we have about 19 communities, 19 municipalities.
So Gelderland.
No Gelderland is split in a set of 8 regions. This is the region Arnhem-Nijmegen. And so
at this time there are certain regions in the Netherlands and in these regions we have the
same processes here. So everybody is called to participate.
But at the same time they have their own platform, communicating at the local level, at
the region level as you said?
Yeah, so this is my energy initiative. This is Leen, this is my initiative. We are part, we
are thinking at this level, and this is the gemeente. And the region is now of the certain
regions for the Netherlands. And this is where you have..
I see, levels.
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Yeah levels. And all these levels you see this kind of process. At this level of course is
different. Is not a copy-paste. But the idea is come together, share insights, share your
opinions, many workshops are organized in this whole process, so what happens there, if
you make a map of the community, of the area and you can write down your favorite
place for windmills, for solar panels and then you see the restrictions we talked about.
Some restrictions are soft, like the nature, this corridor around the highways are possible,
but here is an airport, a military airport. And this military airport means, that this whole
area, no windmill higher 85 meters can be placed. This is a hard restriction. For the most
part of the community this is a route for the airplanes. So there are many restrictions. This
is what you have to talk about. So there are hard restrictions and there are soft
restrictions, dealable restrictions. So this is the process, how it works.
So let's say this process is the KlimaatAkkoord, this is the vision let's say, the shared
vision, the shared value of the ecosystem. The KlimaatAkkoord in general.
Yeah I think the shared value is we want to make the country, this transition. I think we
want to make this transition. But they have all their own interest of course.
I understand. This is really interesting.
So they have all interest. For example TATA steel, is the biggest steel company in the
Netherlands, they have their own interest of course. And there is another interest, my
interest, of the local energy cooperation. All the interests are coming together.
But everyone has their own interest, the point is to align our views.
Exactly.
That’s what I believe.
Yeah. When you know each other better, then it's easier to understand. And everybody
has room to move of course.
My next question is, you said about the bottom up and top-down approach. You said you
are more in the bottom-up approach, the decentralized approach. I want you to elaborate
on the role of cooperatives in this bottom- up approach. What are their potential, their
contribution? You think they have potential in this approach?
Yeah but especially in here it is said that 50 % of the local… No… Here it is said that the
energy production has to be sustainable and everybody understands that it has to take
place everywhere in the country and to get the support of the local community, citizens,
local companies, the idea is to give them the chance to participate in it. So it becomes
their ownership, these windmills or solar parks. To became mentally and financially
owners of the production units. And we like to be a social country and especially people
who are active in the local energy cooperation, so we last night we talked about the idea,
that not only few people, citizens should participate in it. Also people, without money
should be able to participate in some way.
Volunteer work for example?
Well, you could say for example, this is an idea, you could say for this windmill, for this
village, you can participate in from 1000 to 2000. But not everybody has 1000 euros. You
can also say, you can participate with 50 euros. And then it makes it better for all people
to became participants. But you can also say for the first 100 euros that you invest you
get twice as much revenue that for the money that is over that. So for the first 100 euros
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you get 6 % revenue, and for the rest you get 3% revenue. So this way you can influence
the number of participants.
But this won't have implications, let's say for example some people might say, these
people pay more so they have more say in the process?
No, the cooperation is 1 member 1 vote. This is the principal of cooperation.
The decision making is the same? No matter what you payed for the investment.
Everybody has the same say. But this is a choice. You could also make a foundation and
in a foundation is not a cooperation. A cooperation is 1 man 1 vote. In foundation, there
is government in the foundation and local board of the foundation. These are the boss. So
there is also a decision to make this a foundation and its more simple. Its way faster, you
don’t have member meetings and these kinds of things, people with different opinions. A
cooperation, calls for cooperation, because they feel that they should as many people as
possible should be owner of the process. Because if there is a foundation today, tomorrow
there is a group anti-foundation. Tomorrow. And the cooperations don’t want these
process, like a foundation. And then you enter 8 years of making this for windmills.
There is time to lose.
But from my point of view, people have more incentives to appreciate the project, based
on the cooperative structure I mean. They have more incentives to appreciate what is
being done. They have a say in the process and they feel that they contribute into
something right?
Yeah yeah. If I connect this to this, then that’s the participation. That’s the process here.
We talked about motivations, we see that people flourish in the cooperation for example.
But its simpler. You asked me about the decentralized character of the energy system,
then I think that this comes back to this, that people feel ownership on the local energy
system. The local feeling is the feeling we can do it locally, we can manage. That is a
very important feeling I think. A very important motivation.
So to summarize, the cooperative structure is an expression of what you said. That you
have a feeling as a citizen that you contribute and you have a say.
Yeah that right. That is for me an important motivation. There is also another motivation,
that’s a more selfish motivation, because an energy cooperation, Rijn en IJjssel it was
founded, a number of citizen payers, small entrepreneurs and they wanted to get together
to have more business. So if I am an energy advisor and you are building solar, somebody
sells the panels, so why should we make a cooperation. We can built a general business.
That’s also a motivation for cooperation. For small entrepreneurs who create their own
business, in the cooperation. This is bad, because if you exploit the cooperation for your
own revenue. And that can easy happen. So this is also a motivation for people. And is
not mentioned very often, but is also motivation for small entrepreneurs.
I want to ask you, you said that your organization is an informal one. Is not the same with
this right? (Rijn en IJjssel Energiecooperatie)
No no no. Because this cooperation works let's say on this area. (shows on the paper). So
this is the area of this cooperation. And we are only a small one here.
So you are not a part of a bigger cooperation, or a bigger party?
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No we are completely independent, until now. We are not connecting to anyone, its
informal. But this could change.
Please elaborate on that.
What you see, in the bigger cooperation we see this develops, the small groups. And the
cooperation is thinking about ways of how to, because this very informal structure makes
it possible to organize very fast and to think things very fast. It has a lot of advantages.
We don’t have to ask anybody about anything. Say we have the idea to buy biogas
installation. If we have this idea, then we go think about it. If you are part of the bigger
organization, then you have to ask what you think about the idea of bio energy
installation. And this is the charm of the small organization. But there is a lot of
knowledge in the bigger cooperation that you could use. But this is a recent development,
because this groups that I draw here are all developed last year, founded, developed last
year. So I can't elaborate on solution, but I know that this is a topic.
So my question is there is no motivation in these informal initiatives to collaborate
between them, to exchange information as you said. There is not motivation for that?
No, if there are chances, but we don’t feel the must to collaborate. So if you see for
example, we want to make something about sustainable mobility, we want to do
something like shared electric cars in our village. And in our group we got only two
people who are concerned with this. So they work together in another formal group.
Because there are simply too small, so they decided to go together, for this topic.
What are the problems your organization encountered? Considering the business or
anything else?
No…( thinking about it.)
What are the struggles?
Well, the struggle is of course that it is all volunteers. It's all informal volunteers, so you
have to discover how things work. There is no blueprint of how to organize this.
Is not that a potential problem?
Well, we are making a website, they are making a website, they are making a website
(talking about the different village initiatives). We do it in this way, they do it in different
way. So is a bit based on energy, based on time. So this is the balance. But if you had
bigger scale, you will had some different advantages. So this is the process, how we
developed. This is the character of an informal organization. And if you had a formal
organization you can say, I have a secretary for four years and after 4 years we find
another secretary. This is the formal organization. We don’t have this now. It's very
dependent on individuals. And is also that we developed in other way that here. I am one
of the people in this energy initiative and I have some engineers around me, or we have
some engineers coming together, so we have quantitative orientation, we make kind of
measurement of how our environment, how much energy we consume, how much gas we
consume, how much could be saved. Quantitative, excel sheets. And this other group, we
have many social people, they are not interested in numbers. They don’t make excel
sheets. Because they chose their own energy. And they said energy is a social event.
That it has implications for the whole society you mean?
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No, they did made other choices that we do. So this is very dependent on the people, what
choices they make.
I see, but is confusing for me, like there is no collaboration between you. That there is no
ambition to collaborate.
Well if we think it’s a win-win situation, is a collaboration. And if we don’t see that,
then it's good as well. This is because we have deliberately said that 500 houses is the
scale we want to address. This is our scale. So, it's organic. It's developed like this.
Suppose that our website maker we be friend of the website maker of this initiative, then
I am sure they would work together and we will had one website.
That was my idea, when you mentioned it.
Could be, but it doesn’t work like that, until now.
Maybe that’s something for the future.
Of course. And if our website builder gets sick, or we get into a fight and he says I will
leave, then he can leave, he is not obliged to..
Yeah there is not a formal contract that…
No, there is moral contract of course. An important motivation as well for this, as it is
oriented towards local community, a lot of the people who started, who were active in
this community, they said they would like to do this because they could get to know more
people. They leave here not so long in our neighborhood, 2-3 years, they find it a nice
neighborhood, they want to leave here many years and would like to know more people.
So this is one of their motivations, to get in this initiative. That’s an important one. For
me not so important because I live here for 25 years.
Lets say the community engagement.
Yeah, community engagement. They would like to know more people. Very important.
Yeah, at least when you are addressing the problems of your local community, is very
important. If you can agree with your neighbor.
Yeah, exactly. So you could say the goal is to meet more people and the means is to be
active in an energy community. So its hierarchy of values. For some of them main
motivation is to get to know more people.
That’s interesting. My next questions is who are the most important stakeholders for your
organization and in the ecosystem? Apart from national government
Yeah yeah. (thinking). Cooperation are the members. In the cooperation the members are
the most important in the local informal community. These are the internal stakeholders. I
think. What I would like to say, the stakeholders it depends on the topic.
Meaning?
It depends on the issue. Its hard to say in general who are the most important
stakeholders. I mean the cooperation is making this windpark, but they are also making
solar roofs on their business buildings. They are selling electricity, and I think they give
energy advice for citizens, all kinds of different things. I think stakeholders are different
for every topic that they address.
But these are the stakeholders that taking part in the process? As you said? (showing the
laptop a picture)
Yeah. But this is for the climate agreement
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Ok ok.
These are all the participants that working together to build or writing the climate
agreement. So they are making the policy, the climate policy for this country.
But are they not the same stakeholders you have as an organization?
No. These are country wide. So let's say these are stakeholders on the national level. And
you could also say, that the local cooperation has another stakeholders. So the
stakeholders here are example the municipality. The municipality of Arnhem is a very
important stakeholder of course. But depending on the activities that the cooperation
does. I haven’t thought about it but you could have configuration of stakeholders for
certain topics, so what you could do a kind of force field analysis or so. Which are the
forces that working against or for the realization of the wind park. These are all
stakeholders, they have different attitudes. So per topic is different, the stakeholders.
What you see now is that certain regions in the Netherlands and this cooperation works in
a number of towns in the region, now suddenly this region is important.
It was created for the purpose of energy let's say.
Exactly. And what happens now, is that there are different cooperation here, here and
there and something overlapping and the cooperations now they have to go together, they
have to organize themselves, to have one voice at the region level. So now the region is
an important stakeholder here.
So you also take participation in this region?
No I do not, but I have helped them a little bit. You have to act on what’s going around
you. And this region now comes together so..
So you have motivation to collaborate with them in the future right?
Now we have the motivation to collaborate with the other communities and cooperations.
And we did not, because until now they do what they think and we do our own thing.
Now its getting more concrete?
Its getting more concrete. But what happened here in Gelderland, there was the
interesting COP. Community of Practice. So there were a lot of community of practice
where all the energy cooperations in Gelderland, there are 30 or 40 energy cooperations
and there is a COP that experiences a notice(?), but it is topic wise, is about mobility, it is
wind and probably more. So this was organized between the cooperations. So you have
for these topics different stakeholders. But the general stakeholder is of course the
municipality. The municipality for example gave a building space for the cooperation
where they can do their things. Which is very good, because in our community, we
organize it at people’s homes. But is very nice if you have a cooperation building. That
was the municipality of Arnhem that said that for the next 5 years you can use this
building. And this is very good, because you can do all kinds of activities. We would like
a place where we can meet, our own place. Because an own place gives identity and
connection.
Alright. I would like to stay on this collaboration, because is part of my thesis as I told
you the co-creation of innovation between the stakeholders and I would like you to
elaborate on how this co-creation process should be enhanced, what is still missing in this
collaboration and co-creation process, between the stakeholders? You think that is
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missing coordination or missing ambition? Because as I got it, everybody wants to
contribute in an energy transition, but what is still missing to get there?
I think sometimes is professionalism is missing. If you have the municipality, you have to
start a community in Arnhem or Nijmegen, you are stakeholder, you should understand
how they think. But if you are not used to, if you don’t have this experience is very hard
to get things out as you want. So it's often, that is professionalism that is still lacking.
Maybe also in the co-creation, thinking about which competencies should you have in the
cooperation.
Like?
Like do I need energy specialists or do I have social specialists or do I have people who
are in this process, do I have people who know how to govern an informal organization.
How do I motivate my fellow active people in the organization. These are all
competencies that you could use.
But as I got it, based on the professionalism you mentioned, don’t you think that being
informal as an organization, like hinders the professionalism?
Good question. (thinking). There would be nice for you to make a balance, pros and cons
of formal and informal organization.
Please elaborate on this balance.
Because motivations are part of this. The plus for example is flexibility. That is a plus of
an informal organization. And the lack is the lack of knowledge, is against it. This is the
minus. And I think that if you make it more formal that people would go away, they will
say that well, I don’t want meetings. We have a lot of people that say "let me do things". I
want to do things. And in my work I have meetings, but here in my free time, in my
energy initiative I volunteer, I don’t have meetings. See?
Yeah.
And I am sure that if we make it more formal some of the power people would go away.
In our energy initiative we have three groups and a coordinating group. We did a bit more
or less organization. This is about the work, how do I have the houses work without gas.
Mobility and green and we have a kind of coordination group in between. These are the
four groups. In the green group there is no report of the meetings. We have meetings and
minutes of the meetings we have an action list, you will do this you will do that, so this is
kind of formal. But every group works differently. And nobody says to the green group
you should make minutes of your meetings, nobody would say that. And if I would said it
because I am part of the coalition group, I want to know what you are doing, you have to
make minutes of your meetings, then we go away. Flexibility and energy for the people, I
think this is the balance.
You think the cooperative structure could be as a shield against this trade-off.
Yeah. It could make it more rigid.
You think it should be a solution, based on this?
I don’t know. That is a good question. I think at this time there is not such problem for
this. But is hard to held people accountable because they do their things. But here in this
energy cooperation Rijn en IJjssel energy cooperation things are bit more formal. So it
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might be a growth that we will say let's leave it like this and in two years time we will
have a more formal one. So I see it as a growth.
So if you attract more members or you have an ambition to upscale kind of?
Yeah, yeah. If we have to make contract with other parties.
Its better to have a formal structure.
Its necessary, because this time I cannot have a bank account. So If I spent money I do it
from mine. Is no problem. I know I can get it back in some way. So we are very young,
one year old, but until now most of the people you are active in it, I think there could be
15 active people.
Volunteering?
Volunteering. No-one is paying them. I think all of them are professionals, in their daily
life. And here they are volunteers. And they don’t want the hassle of the professional
time.
Let's say it’s like a hobby.
It is a hobby. Yeah it’s fun, it’s a hobby, and it’s nice you get rewards by the social things
and not money or so.
Yeah there are some things more that money. I would like to ask you two more questions.
My last part about the innovation I told you, social and technological. Technological is
innovation where the technology, as the energy project can enhance the local community,
increase the business activity. I would like to ask you if you have innovation like this in
your context. Like other actors benefiting from your project?
Because that is the kind of circle that you have. (Drawing on the paper). This could lead
to…
So the idea in my thesis is that there are two main motivations being local and contribute
to a more sustainable energy system. The assumption is that the motivation of being local
can address technological innovation and sustainability can address social innovation. If
you want to elaborate on that or what is your idea?
So that is interesting. So that is the technological innovation. There is so much changing
in the energy system that is hard to say that this co-creation is responsible for this kind of
innovation.
Sorry to make it more clear, I frame in my thesis that the energy transition includes
aspects from both social and technological innovation. In order to create innovation there
has to exist this process. That is the idea. Then I found out that there are two main
dimensions of being local and contribute to sustainable society. So the basic problem is
how to balance being local with contributing with other actors.
Local actors of outside?
It can be also outside actors, mainly outside basically in order to create this transition.
Well. It is hard for me to give examples. In our cooperations this or this you see all kinds
of professionals with experience working on more sustainable, social , local environment.
And in this way they are part of this co-creation process, developing all this kinds of new
things. If they communicate with the municipality they bring all kind of knowledge to the
municipality so it’s a win-win situation for the stakeholders, so it's not just the
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stakeholders has influence on my co-creation, but also the other way away. That the
cooperation influence the stakeholder.
That’s the idea yes.
So in this process you will find all kinds of innovation, That’s is what I believe. So this is
relation that works in two sides.
That’s the social innovation per definition as I perceive it. Like the company affects the
whole environment in which it operates. Distributes the benefits to the whole community
and not just the organization.
But what you also see is that there is in the Netherlands, and organization that represents
all the cooperations, Hier pgewerkt has most of them. There are about 400 in the
Netherlands. And they organize a website with a lot of knowledge and they organize
events. The cooperation is getting knowledge and bringing knowledge to other
cooperations. This is facilitated by for example Hier Oopgewerkt. And all this knowledge
is used in interaction with other stakeholders. For example in my municipality until 1
year ago, "there was one lady responsible for sustainability on Monday afternoon" That
was the day she got time for it. So sustainability is not a topic and now also because of
the energy initiatives, the community is very active now and they organize it themselves,
they also fed with other knowledge from other initiatives. So they bring knowledge to the
municipality.
That is co-creation basically.
That is co-creation and I think because the municipality has possibilities they get the
rewards and all kinds of innovation that… I do not have a lot of examples at this time, but
I think it works like this, with this two-side relations that you have. The technological
side, well what you see is that the scope of the local initiative is very different from a
bigger perspective. So you see different chances. For example I would like to use the
roofs of few schools in my environment to produce the heat for the houses and I am sure
that the municipality won't think about it. I can think about it because I live there. And
this is really innovation, its social innovation because you can do this.
It has benefits for everybody.
And it could also be together with 40 houses, we want heat from one source, so we have
our own heating distribution company, so it would be a lot of innovation. And this can
only be down because my view is different from the view of the municipality. So this is
the value and this is where you can see innovations. Because your view is completely
different. If I look in our first meeting, we had this inspiration networks, we had about 70
people coming. And one guy said is my inspiration is to have our own energy system,
within our neighborhood. No Alliander, no Nuon, we want our own energy system. And
this is a view we didn’t do anything with it. But if we do it could have a lot of innovation
questions. But you cannot think about it before this meeting, before meeting with people
from our own neighborhood. So it could lead to a small scale smart grid. It could lead to
it. In our place not yet, but in other places it did. In Wageningen for example they make
their own heat, distribution grid. It is one of the examples.
And if the project it’s successful it can be an example for others.
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Of course. And this is the example for this kinds of organizations that spread all over the
country. And Wageningen it’s a small area, but if they do this they make their own
distribution grid. But I think it is not an answer to your question.
Well I really got your point. I think we are done.

Interview Green Choice (Jeroen Vanson)
General
-

Some information about the company? (the background of emergence and first
motivations)
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Was the renewables the first aim of the founders, or this motivation changed through the
years?
First aim, because at that time there were only fossil energy companies. Greenchoice was
the first sustainable option for Dutch housholds.
What is your ambition generating only green energy? Yes, 100%
What are the business activities of the company? I don’t understand this question.
Do you buy energy only from cooperatives? No, it’s a combination of cooperatives and
other sustainable sources like companies with roof solar or onshore wind parks..
Why choose buying energy from cooperatives and not pursuing other options? (like
large-scale plants) Because we believe in the local energy transition and want to support
it.
Do you collaborate also with informal initiatives, or you trying to do business only with
cooperatives? What do you mean with informal initiatives?
In general, what is the value you offer to the customer? Best customer service and100%
sustainable energy for the same price or better as fossil.

Co-creation
-

Are you in collaboration with national or international organizations, with interest in the
cooperative business or considering the transition to a more sustainable energy system?
Please read our sustainable report: https://www.greenchoice.nl/media/4872/greenchoiceduurzaamheidsverslag-2018.pdf

-

Are you taking part in the KlimaatAkoord? Yes
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Can you identify any formal platform, where the stakeholders of the energy ecosystem
collaborate in the national context? (exchange of information and knowledge).
HIERopgewekt, www.hieropgewekt.nl
Can you share some information about your company’s Groene Platform? What is the
basic purpose and who can enter the platform? What platform do you mean exactly?
What are the biggest problems, or struggles, you encountered when doing business with
cooperatives? The energy market has many regulations that cooperatives need to take into
account. Besides that cooperatives for a long time were not taken seriously by, for
instance, local governments. We have helped them through the years and now see that
there is more understanding for what cooperatives do and how the can be supported.
What are the advantages of the cooperative structure for your business? No special
advantages, but the structure is very usefull for local energy projects.
Do you provide any services to the cooperatives? If yes…which services? Yes, we help
them from initial idea to financing and administration of their projects. Please check our
website.
Do you also co-own projects with cooperatives? Yes, for instance Zonnepark Welschap.
Do you take in consideration the wishes and desires of every different cooperative or
there is a single business plan for all of them? There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach for
cooperatives.
How you take in consideration their local needs? Absolutely, that’s where is all starts.
What is still lacking in order to make the transition into a more sustainable energy
system? A little less conversation, a little more action please. Support from the national
government and acceleration because we are no going fast enough!

Interview Greenpeace (Kees Kodde)
-

-

-

We start with some general questions and I would like to introduce yourself and your
position in Netherlands’ Greenpeace.
Ok, so I am Kees, I ama campainer in the climate and energy team and I have been
working 10 years with Greenpeace and now working mainly on issues around fossil fuels
and financial sector.
I know that everyone knows Greenpeace, but for the sake of the interview I would like to
elaborate on what Greenpeace strives for?
So we struggle for renewable energy, we struggle for what is in line with the 1.5
maximum temperature increase and we campaign against deforestation against the
pollution of the oceans and against expansion of fossil fuels.
Sustainability in a word right?
Yeah, yeah
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Your personal motivations and as Greenpeace? What motivates you as a person or as a
NGO?
Well, I am very much motivated by the global inequity issues and I think that climate
change and it is hard for those countries that they have to contribute at least a bit to it and
I think there is a wide injustice in the global warming problem. So that is my main
motivation to struggle against inequality environmental issues.
Also you mentioned that you are occupied with fossil fuels?
So we officially fighting against the expansion of fossil fuels, oil, coal.
So are you familiar with the community renewable model? Where communities invest in
renewable energy projects in order to be self-sufficient?
Yes we have a large number of citizen energy small cooperatives in the Netherlands and
they have a network and they have a common cooperative windmills and solar panels. So
yes there are a lot of these initiatives.
Alright. But are you in some level of engagement with them as Greenpeace?
Well, we work more on a national policy level and trying to create policy conditions that
are stimulating for the community initiatives.
But how are you contributing in the policy level?
We lobby for tax incentives for community energy production. That aspects.
So just lobbying, lets say? Any other service you provide to these communities? Like
information sharing?
No, not so much, because there are other institutions in the Netherlands that do that. So
we don’t need to do that.
Based on this model what do you think should be changed or enhanced? Do you believe
is a viable model for the future of energy?
The community based model?
Yes
Well, I think it’s a very good model, especially in countries that can have benefits for the
people, for example when they don’t have access to energy, for them is the perfect model.
But the only solution, we will need big, big investments in renewable energy, so for
example windmills on the North Sea; this cannot be done by communities, this can be
done by big investments and companies, with big government interventions. So we need
all of that solutions and we need the small scale initiative solution also.
So lets say you lobby for these energy communities, other stakeholders you are engaged
with considering energy matters and the transition to a more sustainable energy system
and at what level of engagement?
Well, we talk we a lot of stakeholders in the Netherlands, with unions, with small
companies with big companies, large industries and with the energy cooperatives, so we
are in touch with many players.
You think its conversation and coordination between these stakeholders are on an early
phase? What needs to be done in the future? What is still lacking in this process?
I mean its in very different phases. For example geothermal energy, thats relatively new
and there is solar energy which is growing a lot and needs our support and there are also
problems with questionable renewable energies, right? For example biomass projects
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some times might be not very sustainable, but there are being sold under the banner
sustainability; so there we have complicated discussions with different stakeholders,
about biomass expansion projects.
In your opinion what do you think hinders the expansion and deployment of renewables
across Europe?
I think is the extensive financial and lobbying power of the fossil fuel sector. I mean in
Europe there are still building new coal power plants, also in Greece, in Balkans, there
are still building new gas plants, new gas pipelines. So yeah I think is the power of the
fossil fuel industry that acts as a big blockade.
That’s interesting. Now I was interested with the KlimaatAkoord process, Greenpeace
participate is that right?
Yeah, yeah we are.
Can you please elaborate on this endeavor?
Well, we have about 150 stakeholders in the KlimaatAkoord, six tables, about mobility,
electricity, infrastructure, industry. We are mainly acting in the industry table, lobbying
for CO2 for the big industries. So we want C02 emissions to be taxed, that was our main
goal of these negotiations.
Can you identify this process as a common platform between stakeholders which they
can integrate their resources and share information and knowledge?
No I don’t think so. I think its more like a fighting arena. Because there are many
contradictory interests. So there is a lot fight going on between different stakeholders,
who trying to defend their position, their interest. It was collaborative between some
parties, but it was also very confronting between other parties. So it’s a negotiation arena.
Because also the big fossil fuel players were at the table. They were all in the table.
So as you said it’s a fighting arena between stakeholders. Do you believe that having this
huge variety of stakeholders and interests participating in the process hinders or enhances
the operation of the process of the negotiations?
I think is a workable model, but in the end you need political parties and governance to
take clear decisions. So I think also we are not implementing the changes that we need.
So we need the assist of the government to take action to tackle climate change.
Someone to take a stand and the decisions, right?
I mean you need a number of policy changes to get to the reduction that we need and the
government hasn’t been taking them, so there are still postponing what they need to do.
First I would like your opinion and your comment about the future of the cooperatives
model and how it can be enhanced, what still needs to be done?
I think that’s different in every country. I think it needs, it would help a lot if there were a
lower price for the energy produced, for these communities. To get a fair price for the
energy that they produce. Then they will be stimulated a lot.
One last questions for you, what should be the shared vision and values between the
stakeholders of the energy ecosystem?
I think the task is clear. We have to go to zero emissions by 2050, which is 30 years away
from now. In the upcoming years we need to reduce 50% our emissions, so we will need
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everything, lots a lots of renewable energy and most important energy saving, efficiency
and reduce demand for energy. So is a tremendous task.
And do you think is feasible? In this timeline?
Well I mean its have to be done. There is no alternative.

Interview ODE Decentraal (Siward Zomer)
-

-

-

-

-

I would like to start with some general questions and introduce yourself and your position
at ODE Decentraal
Ok. I am director of ODE. ODE is a branch organization of energy cooperatives and we
mainly do the advocacy for the large group of the energy cooperatives and right now we
are merging with other national energy cooperatives together and there will be come one
big organization by also services like project development, IT, all that kind of staff.
So what would you say are your motivations? What ODE strives for?
Its basically getting a renewable energy back to the people. In the technical sense we own
the branch, but also say we have more say about utilities and that’s broader than only
energy. It can be healthcare, but we focus on energy.
So you are participating in the energy part of sustainability lets say?
Yeah, yeah.
And did the organization was established?
In 1979.
Can you say that motivations have been changed through the years?
Yeah, in 1979 it was mostly technicians trying to promote renewable energy but later on
the organization developed more and more into adding the community part, while other
commercial large organizations, like wind and solar organizations started lobbying for
renewable energy, we focus more on the citizens part.
Alright. And since you said that you focus on the citizens’ part, which services do you
provide to these communities?
Now at the moment, we provide the service of project development, so big wind or solar
parks, we have built our own back-up system. A system where you can administrate your
members and administrate your investments, the infrastructure. We also do advocacy for
them, we are now setting a district heating department. So a lot of neighborhoods in the
Netherlands change from gas to different resources and they have a very complex
methods. So we help the members in the first stages of development up to the investment.
This platform you mentioned is the Econobis I read about?
Yes.
Can you elaborate more about this platform? Its uses, who can have access?
Well, what happened two years ago, some large cooperatives that were in existence,
especially wind cooperatives, they had some money to invest and they wanted to
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automize their membership systems. And they were already ready to invest individually
into different IT companies that would give them license. So we put them together and
set up our own cooperative and instead of investing individually, they put the money
together as a cooperative 150.000 and then we built the system completely ourselves and
now we own the license. So the big cooperatives are using it and now small cooperatives
can join for a small amount.
But it was not clear for me the exact purpose of the platform.
It was to automize membership and have all the CRM systems, so email, graphic,
investments by the members. Couple of years ago, for example a cooperative I am
chairman basically the membership was in an excel sheet at the treasures office. So if
he’s computer was crashed we would not know who invested and what amount. So we
knew we needed a back-up and now the small cooperatives who start their projects,
together they can grow really fast, professionalize very fast and instead of getting stuck
with a company for a license, we built it ourselves. So the program creates an account for
a member and how much he wants to invest and at the end of the year, with one click of
the button we can give them their dividends. And two years ago the treasurer and I sat
down and payed 2000 people in one week.
So its also a way to be transparent considering your investment and members of the
organization right?
Yeah, yeah.
Your comment about the advantages and disadvantages of the cooperative structure?
It is always hard for me, but advantages are, especially in the development of large wind
projects, we get a lot of social acceptance, you built a windmill by a company comes
from the outside of community and the community built the project itself. But also the
influence of the members, so sometimes people say the criticism of our questions and
everybody has a say in it. Some people see it as a difficulty, but I see it as strength. If you
have a lot of questions, you thinking about improving your products, so you are open for
criticism you can improve. But if you only sit down with a group of 5 CEOs and start to
think what only they think, you will get an inferior product, which then you need a lot of
marketing to spread it out. So that is the strength and I would not call it a weakness, but
some barrier, the value of the citizen cooperative is speculative. So if you invest in it the
shares wont triple or grow 300% percent in 3 years. So growth is steady, but you might
go bankrupt. So I would say it is hard to find risk investment. So special with the
development of wind energy, before you even know what to built, you need some risk
investment, for the development. That is often narrow, so we have a lot of volunteer time
that goes slow and not professional. You need a big investment fund for these kind of
stuff.
But do you think that is more sufficient than an informal initiative?
It does matter, if you want to collect money and make serious positions, you need to write
down and structure yourself. We cant have an informal organization with 5 million euros
in the bank.
But does not the informal structure leads to potential problems with other stakeholders
who wish to do business with them?
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It really depends on what do you want to achieve. If your goal is to just promote
renewable energy and you want to do some good things and help some people, there are a
lot of groups who established an informal group of experts and advisors, etc. But if you
want to move on and invest in renewables in a solar or a wind park, then you need to
structure yourself, it is impossible not to.
I want your opinion on what can be enhanced or changed, from the side of cooperatives
or other stakeholders?
It is either a lot of patience or local cooperatives who wish to develop and sometimes the
local municipalities, see some fast project developers coming by in their suit, in their
fancy cars and the local municipality says, oh these guys can reach my targets a lot faster
than these groups of citizen, then I will go for them. And then there is no social
acceptance and there is a lot of frustration and it takes just as long, but you can help by
creating investment fund bodies, or give them subsidy to start up to get through the startup phase and for the cooperatives we do it a lot in the Netherlands, but they need to
professionalize very fast. And this can only be done by cooperation of the cooperatives.
You can’t have all the knowledge in your local volunteer group, but you can have
knowledge on a national level and if you find the right people to come together and bind
them on a national level and coordinate them then you are a lot stronger. Cooperation
between cooperatives can improve a lot.
That’s interesting. And since you said about cooperation in the national level, are you in
engagement with national or international parties? And which level of engagement?
So what we have done in the Netherlands, we set up the ODE federation and now we set
up a larger federation and that represent almost 500 different cooperatives and speaking
with one voice to the government, which is very powerful. Because if you go individually
to your government and you say something, it won’t make a difference. So you need to
structure yourself at the national level and become more concrete. Cooperation creates
strength.
I was curious, because I had already an interview with Deltawind, what is your
relationship with cooperative?
There are a member and I am a chairman of the old cooperative, so we know each other
very well.
Can you identify maybe a formal platform where stakeholders come together and share
knowledge and integrate resources?
So what we established before 6 years, with a subsidy from the government and we set up
HIER opgewekt. But that is just a knowledge platform. A knowledge sharing structure.
But is it a platform where every stakeholder related to this field can share their
knowledge?
Yes you can say that, but is mostly targeted at small energy cooperatives themselves.
Do you take part in the Klimaat Akoord negotiations?
Yes, I was personally at the table. Representing energy cooperatives.
And what is your opinion about this process?
It works very well. So we created deliberately stakeholder platforms and we negotiate the
climate agreement and this works very well for beginning organizations like us, because
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if individual small organization lobby at the government, they don’t have the power to
get in between. But if you are equal at the table you can get your input, especially when
you are well-organized as we are in the Netherlands.
Do you believe that having a huge variety of stakeholders participating in the
negotiations hinders the process of energy transition?
Its really a space of differences and we go talking and negotiating and stuff and it’s a
very slow process, but it’s a ground work when you want to speed up in the actual action.
You need to have a solid basis of agreements between all stakeholders. So if you
negotiate for two years, then you have a solid policy for the next twelve years. So it looks
slow in the beginning, takes a lot of work and a lot of time, but lays the ground for a
stable process for the next twelve years to come. Cause if you don’t then we will have a
stop and go policy, where big companies come and lobby for their interest, every four
years, with new politicians, so you have new policies, new support schemes. If you have
that in twelve years, goes a lot more down than doing negotiations for two years.
Since you mentioned that lobbying for big interests and big corporations, how do you
shield the process from egocentric agendas and ambitions?
That’s a good thing of these negotiations. All these interests are open at the table, so you
can see and put your interest against it and you can negotiate and see them. Or else if you
don’t see them, they administrate the table by themselves and we have real advocacy
going, but they have a whole team of seven people foul time. So you never win if the
negotiations are in the back rooms. But if its open at the table, you are equal partner.
Considering this process, what do you think still needs to be configured between
stakeholders? The next steps??
Keep targets in view, so they don’t sink and don’t make policy every two years. So we
got to know each other, we know each other language now, we even got to like each
other, so at least keep this process sitting, just to evaluate the progress of the agreements,
that’s what we really need and no everybody going lobbying for themselves again.
So you think that cooperatives are not being neglected by the government or the rest
stakeholders? I mean that is being recognized as a viable model and solution for the
future right?
Yes. So in the Netherlands we are very lucky, we have (?), especially because we are a
small country, with so little space, so you will always built this large mills near towns or
villages. So they need social acceptance. So the local government see it, but also the
national government see it. We need to involve citizens in the communities or else we are
not going to get it done. If you built it in the Sahara you don’t need community energy,
but in the Netherlands, is essential to keep social acceptance for the energy transition.
I agree and lets keep that last part for the last question, because in my thesis I frame the
outcomes of the process as social and technological innovation. So I would like your
comment about this.
Always interesting is that all the model are technological and cost related. So when I ask
the modelling ABBL, how do you include the 50% ownership, I said that going to speed
up the processes and bring the targets closer to reach, then we cant model it. We don’t
know how to model the social part of the energy transition. Sometimes people you own
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say we are going to monitor it ourselves, but you cant quantify it. Now we are going to
quantify money. So that is a very typical paradox, the social aspect.
But do you agree that is an essential aspect of the process?
Yeah, yeah, but you also need, the whole process the limited platform is in every
newspaper there is a talk that we need to have these energy transition. So they can had
done more to include citizens outside of the table and in the negotiation process.
I want to ask you one last question, about the future of the ODE Decentraal and your
vision. You mentioned that you are merging with other organizations?
So we are going to the future now with different groups of cooperatives have set up
different national platforms, with different services, so they all have their own board ,
they have their own treasurer, their own general assembly. So we decided two years ago
to mix them in one big organization. Our goal is for our members to fulfill the 50%
ownership of the community, so we want to be a service organization for our members,
the cooperatives, so they built the nonbinding targets.
And the organization is still forming or it is already operating?
Yeah it is operating. It’s a matter of different organizations.
The name?
Energysamen.
Alright. I think we are done.

Interview Nederlandse Vereniging Duurzame Energie (Alienke Ramaker)
-

-

-

So lets start with some general questions and I would like to introduce yourself and your
position in NVDE.
Ok. So I am Alienke Ramaker and I am responsible for public affairs in NVDE and I am
also responsible with everything of energy market and energy system. So basically the
energy transition.
In a sentence what exactly NVDE strives for? What are the motivations of the
organization?
We strive for 100% renewable energy in 2050, so that is quite ambitious. We are an
association of different companies that are active in renewable energy and different
aspects of renewable energy, so for example GreenChoice is a member, also Alliander,
but also Tesla, Triodos bank, different types of organizations.
Who are interested in the energy transition lets say?
Yeah, yeah.
When did the organization was established?
2015. Its not very old.
So you can say that your first motivations from the start were to initiate the transition to a
more sustainable system?
Yeah, yeah.
What are your experience and engagement with energy cooperatives or initiatives?
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Cooperatives are members of NVDE, so ODE Decentraal is a member and other
cooperatives who are direct member of NVDE, so we put different commissions where
we establish our policy statements and ODE Decentraal is part of this commissions.
Any other services you provide to the cooperatives?
Other than that, we have a political monitor, which we send every week to our members,
so we get the monitor. And we have been organizing some working visits for politicians
to cooperative heat project and we are also engaged together in establishing the funds
through invest nl. So we do all the needy greedy hard work of..
So its more like lobbying.
We are pretty much a lobby organization.
I also have an interview with Greenpeach and they extensively mentioned that they lobby
for renewables to get more incentives to communities to adopt this system.
Well, its not so much the cooperatives we lobby for, but the energy transition. In our
view you need both the small players and the large players. Because you need everything
to get to 100% renewable energy.
I agree. Considering the cooperatives model what do you think can be changed or
enhanced in the future?
The power of the cooperative is that they are very much a volunteer organization, but its
also its weakness. So people are very much engaged with their organization and they are
engaged with the neighborhood, it is very local and that also means that they don’t have a
lot of money, people do it from their hearts. It means that in terms of professionalization
it can be improved. SO the are a lot of initiatives to improve it, that is well because
everybody sees this. So there are a lot of initiatives to give them information, to help
them, they have to find it and use it. I think that is the main problem, also because some
people in the cooperatives want to do it from their own point of view and makes it harder
for them to use lessons learned in other cooperatives.
So you mean they only want to address their local problems and after that there is no
ambition to..
Eh not so much. It is that people they want to solve it themselves, instead of using the
knowledge that is already there.
But sometimes they have the knowledge considering their context and..
Yeah yeah and there are very good cooperive organization that are really knowledgeable,
professional. There are big differences between cooperatives. Sometimes they are new,
sometimes they have been there for years, so difference a lot.
And based on that do you believe that the cooperative structure is a catalyst in ensuring
professionalization?
Yeah maybe. I think is really powerful that is really owned by citizens themselves and in
the Netherlands we have the Rabobank, which is a cooperative bank and it is one of the
largest banks in the Netherlands. I do not think that the structuring itself it’s a barrier to
professionalizing.
What is your level of engagement with national or international parties. You said about
lobbying with policy makers any other activities you pursue with other national or
international organizations?
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Not so much with international organization, I seen some stuff they did on the
international lobbying on clean energy package in the EU and I used that in my context
with administration public affairs, so they were useful for me as information provider and
its mainly because we are a lobbying organization, lobbying is mainly what we do.
Any other motivations to include other aspects of collaboration?
What other aspects do you mean?
For example collaborating in order to provide the initial project funding or information
sharing?
Yes I see, because there is ofcourse this discussion about initial project founding and I
used that again in the lobbying, for example tomorrow there is a climate debate on energy
and the message I gave to a member of parliament is that how is the fund coming along,
what is the current status. But we are not working ourselves on fitting in how the funds
should look like or providing finance or anything. It is not what we do. We are not a
funding organization.
You said about the negotiation, it is the Klimaat Akoord?
Yes.
So you are actively taking part in the negotiations?
Yeah. We were at the Electricity table, the built environment table, mobility table and
also on the overall climate table.
Alright. Can you elaborate more on this process of negotiations, of stakeholders?
In general it has been very good collaboration, some of the members, where also a
member of the environment table, so we spoke to them, so this is our point of view and
we can really help each other and overall we have a very constructive strategy, so we said
the things that want to be established, instead of be against something. We wanted to
achieve something and this is been very much appreciated.
Do you believe that a huge variety of stakeholders participate in this process, do you
believe that they are inclined to let other stakeholders put their ideas on the table or there
are other power forces that influence the process?
I think that the negotiation is very much by invitation so the ministry of economic affairs
selected the people that were at the table. And there is not much space for other people at
the table. The cooperative sector was also a member of the negotiations, so they were at
the table and I do not know exactly how they make the final selection, but what we did
was we went to the minister and said these are our ideas, this is what we want to do at the
table. I believe that is the reason that we were invited to be at the table.
I want you to elaborate a bit about your relationship with Greenchoice, ODE and
Alliander, because I also interviewed them. Are they just members of organization?
Yeah they are members of our organization and quite active members as well.
So they provide knowledge and..
Yeah knowledge and ideas and we talk to them about what is your point of view on a
certain policy issue and share our point of view.
But lets say your points of view are more or less connected, or correlated.
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We have a whole process in which we align our point of view with all our members and
say this is what we are going to agree externally and our compass in the future of
renewable energy.,
Compass you mean?
We always check that is good for renewable energy. So we only look that those who
enhance renewable energy and also if some are against renewable energy.
Can you identify any formal platform which stakeholders integrate resources and
knowledge, considering sustainability?
Yeah so, we do it at our organization of course, but not so much the resources, it is more
sharing information. I think they pretty much did that on the climate agreement, so there
was really a negotiation place. So everybody has he’s own interest but in the end there
was a text. So they been to collaborate all together in the text and the implementation of
the process started, so people are really working together to implement the climate
agreement. Do the actions. And I think our association we are a bit of a platform, where
people can share knowledge and look at what happening in the market or what is the
necessary policy to reach 100% renewable energy in 2050.
And about that do you believe that it is feasible to achieve that in the Netherlands?
I think that is a lot of hard work. I am firm believer in technological innovation I think
that looking for example the price of solar and wind energy is going down faster than
ever expected. So I think we can go quite far and it is necessary. From my point of view
we need to change our use of energy and how we make energy.
And since you mentioned technological innovation, do you believe that there is also some
social aspect that needs to be mobilized in society in general? Like social innovation that
needs to be configured.
Yes but I always find it difficult to define social innovation, but you need people that
they have to be comfortable with the energy transition. It is a change in how they heat
their homes or how they cook or how they go from one place to another place. So people
we need some support for this transition, and the way we organize it is very important.
And you see in the current societal debate that there is a lot focus on the resistance part,
people do not want this, they do not want to do for their wallet. But I think we need to
focus on the positive side and that is not what is always good for the earth. But is also it
can be that you get cleaner air, you get a more comfortable home. It is like that.
In my point of view I think social innovation is that how society should changed towards
these sustainability endeavors.
Yeah. So it’s a community thing.
Yeah they start deploying renewables through communities and communities starting
appreciating the value, I think it might have further implications and incentives for other
citizens, who might perceive it positive. Do you agree with that?
Yeah partly. I think that it is very helpful and people need the community feeling, but if
you look at motivations of people to do something, some are really into this community
feeling, some people are more motivated by money, their wallet, whatever. And there are
also some people who are very individualistic, are not so much at community. So it
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differs, but I think is very, very important today to achieve support for the energy
transition, to work together and get the community feeling.
I agree. So for these negotiation talks, lets take klimaat akkorrd for example, how do you
avoid egocentric attitudes and selfish attitudes from other stakeholders, who only wish to
achieve their individual outcomes?
Well, you know if you look for example other companies, I think that renewable energy
will be an economic… it will be a business case. So maybe large players are now, I
thinking maybe the industry, might be now against being more sustainable or at least not
very willing to invest in it. Everybody is in favor of sustainability, acting to it, that is the
hard part. So in the end it should be a business case. Sometimes it wont work and you
have with the policy you have different options, but you should do something from the
frontrunners, but you should also have a stake for laggers, for the slow people. You
should think something about putting a norm, for example we know now what is the CO2
price, for industry. So when you push people to be more sustainable and I believe that
individual people, if you look at citizens, they are not so much against sustainability, as
well as worried about what will cost and if I can put my money in other things. So you
should help them. There are a lot of ways to do that and they are subsidized, but help
them, make it easier for them.
So you think people have not clear incentives to initiate such projects towards
sustainability?
I think people have a lot on their minds. And its not only sustainability, they are also
worried about their sick mother, or child, or whatever. They worry about other things.
And the energy sector, everybody is much involved in energy, but this they also worry
about other things. Not everybody has time, not everybody has money, not everybody has
knowledge. And its also not necessary. I mean think that the power of this front group
who can start things and then other people can follow. And if it is easy for them to
follow. But not everybody has to be a starter.
But someone has to be.
Yeah someone has to be. Luckily we have a lot of those people.
So what do you think that further needs to be configured between stakeholders to reach
these sustainability goals in the future?
There is a lot to do. We have to define this energy transition, it’s a big part, and also how
do you make this easier. And that is mainly built environment, so how do we make our
system. I think there is also special planning, so where do you put wind turbines, the
solars, etc. So we have to think about that. Other than this there is some work to do in the
ministry. About how can we help them to make the transition and how the CO2 price will
drop. Then you have the mobility sector, there is mainly that electric cars have to get
cheaper.
About the government? Are they mobilized towards these goals? Or are they keeping
themselves out lets say?
No I think, my impression is that, which I got from climate agreement, is that they really
want to do things. I am very positive about our central government. And local
government, well we did a bit of research in the current policy agreements and climate in
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the Netherlands and they are all in favor of the climate agreement. They all say, we have
to get started and they all say, well we need people to support the energy transition, but
then they also make sure that there are some money for it to help people. And I was quite
positive surprised by that. So it was not always, oh it is going to cost so much, but also
this is what we are going to do to help people. Municipalities different a lot in my
perception.
Between each other?
Yeah, yeah, we have more than 300 municipalities, so I am not really sure about every
one, but the big cities they are doing a lot. Small ones they don’t have enough people to
do things.
The investments..
Yeah and some are really against wind turbines which are close by, so they are very
conscious on where do we plan something. So they are working on it, but it is also
difficult for them.
One last question, I want you to elaborate on the vision of NVDE and what do you expect
personally, or as an organization for the future?
How far in the future?
Lets say 10 years, what do you expect to change as a trend towards sustainability?
One the one hand, worldwide we will use more and more energy, that is a negative trend.
Because we use a lot of energy already, because of China, India, all the countries that are
growing. But we will see that investments in renewable energy are growing, so I am quite
positive about this and that is also mean that the price of energy will get cheaper. I think
that we will also see more electric vehicles. What would be a very interesting thing to see
is that what it would be a worldwide hydrogen market.
For generating energy.
Yeah so you have the solar power and then you have electrolyzer and then you make
hydrogen and whether for example countries like Saudi Arabia or Egypt or the current oil
countries, whether they are going to invest in hydrogen and starting exporting it. It is my
wild card (laughs).
They have to right? Oil deposits are going to empty in some point.
Yeah, yeah, so they are looking for other ways to make money.
Its also a business, true.

Appendix 2- Operationalization of Motivations
Open Coding
Self-sufficiency and independency considering energy
Owning
Reputation
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Green Energy
They have a “front door”(more personal to the customers)
Green energy production
Bottom-up implementation
Every idea should be accepted by locals
Looking for possibilities to collaborate with other initiatives
Configure each solution to the setting in which it is being implemented
Look at the problems of each community
The importance of stakeholders, as they provide knowledge
You have to work together with stakeholders to achieve these projects
Coordination with initiatives and stakeholders
Initiatives can learn a lot from each other
Stakeholders must know what is happening on each individual setting
Buy windmills for ourselves (as a community)
Core business of cooperation: solve things together
Self-sufficiency the most important motivation
Collaboration with other initiatives
Collaboration with local parties
Convince people what is being done is right
Sustainability is a value
The energy transition is one of the reasons of our existence
Sustainable society
People want to have control over their hands and contribute
Same goals with the local government
Cooperatives as part of national working parties
Exchange of knowledge is important
Working together to strengthen the position of the local cooperatives
Letting the government know they are important
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You have to be professional
Balance being local- with contributing
Sustainability in procurement, production, usage of resources and raw materials
Assist customers in shifting from fuel to renewables
Circular economy as sustainability goals
Help locals take the decision they think is necessary for their context
Cooperative culture in the Netherlands and working in communities
In Netherlands, everyone has to agree
Sustainability in the hands of people and communities
We can do alone what big companies cannot do
Develop our own neighborhood energy system
Vibrant community
Van der gas los (how to lose the gas)
Other sustainability activities (water, social)
Easier to make improvements on a small scale than on a bigger scale
Improve social and sustainable aspects of the neighborhood
The power of the people
People flourish in a cooperation, contributing and sharing ideas
We started to communicate
Collaboration and involvement can bring better outcomes
Local production to become property of the community
Moral company of the community
The need to organize
The feeling of people that we can do it ourselves, we can manage
You contribute as a citizen and you have a say
If there is a chance, we will collaborate, if there is a win-win situation
To get to know more people (community engagement)
Cooperations need to organize themselves
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The first sustainable option for Dutch customers
100% Green Energy
Ambitions for the local transition
Services to cooperatives
Owning projects with cooperatives
Consider their local needs
Sustainability by tackling and campaigning against global environmental issues
Collaboration with many parties
Government intervention
Renewable Energy
Owning by communities
Professionalism
Collaboration between cooperatives
Reputation and Social Acceptance by citizens
100% Renewable Energy by 2050
Sustainability by energy transition
Professionalism by cooperatives can be improved
Collaboration between different stakeholders and exchange of ideas and knowledge
Reputation and Social Acceptance by citizens
Support the Energy transition by Community Engagement

Axial Coding
Address Local Needs
Sustainability
Green Energy
Collaboration
Professionalism
Reputation
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Community Engagement
Owning

Selective Coding
Intrinsic (Collaboration, Community Engagement, Owning, Sustainability)
Extrinsic (Address Local Needs, Green Energy, Professionalism, Reputation)

Appendix 3- Grid Operators in the Netherlands

Retrieved from: https://www.energieleveranciers.nl/netbeheerders/elektriciteit
(The original picture has been modified, by adding the locations of the cooperatives and initiatives
interviewed for this research)
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Appendix 4- KlimaatAkoord Stakeholders
Source:
https://www.klimaatakkoord.nl/klimaatakkoord/documenten/publicaties/2018/05/17/deelnemerssectortafels-taakgroepen-werkgroepen
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Appendix 5- GreenChoice

(https://www.greenchoice.nl/zelf-opwekken/energiecooperaties/)

Appendix 6- Energie van Ons

(https://energie.vanons.org/over-ons/onze-beweging/)
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Figure 4: Source: (Bakker, 2016)

Appendix 7- Ministry of Economic Affairs Vision
Retrieved from: https://www.government.nl/documents/reports/2017/03/01/energy-agenda-towardsa-low-carbon-energy-supply
The original documents includes 118 pages. Below are being displayed some extracts of it, which was

used.
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Appendix 8- ODE Decentraal Vision
Original in Dutch. Retrieved from : https://www.duurzameenergie.org/wat-doet-odedecentraal/ambitiedocument-nederland-van-aardgas-af
The translation follows, using Google Translate
Ambition document ODE decentralized
A call for political and government support
Date: April 26, 2017
The Groningen earthquake problem has created a great sense of urgency; The Netherlands can no
longer count on its own natural gas. The movement of local energy cooperatives, united in ODE, the
Organization for Sustainable Energy therefore says:
"The Netherlands can close the natural gas tap, and we help it go well."
The energy transition must be faster, and this can be done faster if local involvement is guaranteed. A
separate process is required in every city and village and in every neighborhood. A process of energy
saving and generating renewable energy. A process in which, together with the residents are thought of
as the best option for heating the village or neighborhood and meeting the need for clean electricity.
That requires strong local involvement. The local energy cooperatives guarantee that involvement. The
energy cooperatives say therefore: we help speed up the energy transition! In this call to the formateur
we present our real ambitions and translate them into the way in which this can be facilitated through
policy and support. We would like to see these proposals will be included in the formation and in the
coalition agreement to be drawn up.
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1. The ambitions of the local energy cooperatives in the Netherlands
Our ambition, or our future vision that we have in mind, is that of the cooperative energy movement in
the Netherlands in 2025 is an indispensable factor in the national and local energy system. The number
of cooperatives and the number of members of those cooperatives is growing stormy, from 50,000 in
2016 to 1 million in 2025. This is accompanied by an even stormy growth in renewable energy
production: from 300 million kWh (1 PJ) in 2016 to 6 billion kWh in 2025 (20 PJ). This is done through
sustainable generation from the sun, wind and heat.
• Half of this is generated with solar PV. Up to 2025 places local cooperatives 10 million solar panels on
roofs, in solar fields and along national roads. They realize the other half with wind projects, mostly on
land. Energy cooperatives also participate in wind-at-sea projects. Until 2025 the energy cooperatives at
least 1150 MW installed wind power on land (230 wind turbines of 5 MW).
• The energy cooperatives take the lead in the roll-out of sustainable heat. At least 200,000 of their
members switch to sustainable heat, either via district heating networks and collective heat sources,
either by promoting individual sustainable heating systems in private homes. This yields a
energy savings of 1.5 billion kWh (5.4 PJ).
With these efforts, the cooperative energy movement is giving a powerful boost to the acceleration of
the energy transition in the Netherlands. Even though the cooperatives' share is in the total of
sustainable energy production is currently still modest (with a
small 10 percent), the acceleration with sun, wind and heat that from now on in the Netherlands too
can largely be attributed to the cooperatives. Half of all solar projects is then owned by sustainable
energy cooperatives, by wind projects that becomes 20 percent.
This is just the beginning, after 2025 the cooperative energy movement can start from a solid one base
with strength.

2. What do local energy cooperatives need to realize these ambitions?
1. To foster a sense of urgency, we advocate a targeted, powerful campaign, also via energy
cooperatives:
• to raise awareness of the urgency of the energy transition;
• to draw attention to the added value that local energy cooperatives offer bring.
2. To strengthen the level of knowledge and innovation, we argue for:
• Reinforcement of HERE Generated for support in knowledge development and -sharing between
energy cooperatives, with the aim of innovating increase the implementation capacity of energy
cooperatives;
• Broader scope for innovation and experimentation: at least the application of the EU directives
with regard to experimentation arrangements;
• Research and pilot projects focused on own network management for local distribution and
smart grids for heat and electricity.
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3. To obtain the required capital for the energy transition through the local to strengthen and accelerate
energy cooperatives, we advocate:
• A development mechanism that invests in energy cooperatives in the high-risk sector development
phase, focused on wind energy, solar energy, heat and energy saving. Reserve at least 5 million before
the start of the development mechanism with as aim to grow into a revolving fund of 500 million euros;
• Separate support scheme for local heat projects in existing buildings where residents want to do the
implementation themselves with support from "their" energy cooperative;

• Establish a national guarantee fund to provide access to debt for local energy cooperatives. This
makes local energy generation recognizes by citizens as a task to be facilitated by the public;
• Improved access to innovation subsidies, for example via (financial) support for applications
for EU projects or projects under TKI in the Netherlands.
• An operating subsidy scheme for projects of local energy cooperatives.

4. To give energy cooperatives a serious role in the local and regional energy transition we advocate
supporting the organizational development of this cooperatives, via:
• Set up a quality system for energy cooperatives, together with the local ones sustainable energy
sector, in order to prevent sprawl and well-intended amateurism and to limit the risk of commercial
abuse.
• Supporting (cooperating) cooperatives in strengthening their governance, IT and administrative
processes.
5. To promote the delivery of sustainable and locally generated energy, we argue before:
• Priority in public procurement procedures for purchasing green energy
for cooperative energy supply (award criterion).
• Support cooperative local energy suppliers with guarantees (in particular
when purchasing gas).

6. The enhanced role of energy cooperatives requires clear representation in the government and in
regulations. For this we argue for:
• Participation of energy cooperatives in an Energy Commission (such as the Delta Committee) which
controls the energy transition for the parties above a longer period (over governmental periods);
• Department for the promotion of Energy Democracy under a Ministry of Climate or a combined
department under Economic Affairs, Domestic Affairs and Social Affairs;
• New approach for onshore wind energy, preferably through wind projects and large ones
sun projects in which energy cooperatives play a serious role.
• Municipalities / governments with their own land positions need these in the first instance opening up
to cooperative development. Even when they themselves are not are the landowner, municipalities
should be given more opportunities to preference for local cooperative development.
• Setting a lower limit for citizen participation in wind at sea tenders:
at least 25 percent owned by citizens in the Netherlands;
• Introducing energy zoning plans and qualified energy cooperatives designate as official stakeholder
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thereof;
• Connecting the energy transition to the Environment Act: energy on land is integral and participatory
development within the Environmental Vision. Qualified designate energy cooperatives as their official
stakeholder;
• Strengthening the role of energy cooperatives in policy consultations, including:
o Structural consultation with the Ministry of Finance about the Scheme Reduced rate, with the
aim of speeding up the cooperation of the central government improve and broaden the
scheme;
o Structural consultation with the AFM and clear regulations within the Act Financial Supervision
over the cooperative model.

3. The climate for our children and grandchildren: now a solid, cooperative basis to lay
With our ambition for the coming government period and with the strengthened position of energy
cooperatives in the national and especially local energy transition contribute to the citizen a climate and
a fairer economy in which our children and grandchildren are healthy, live safely and with each other.
Time is running out, and is now asking, to prepare it new coalition agreement, clear steps. We hope the
proposals in this note there get a clear place.
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